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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )S. :gth... .Bir.d....I .sland(La.guna. ...Ma.dr.e.)................ STATE .....T.exaa...........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.........................................................................................................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats m et with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bir ds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

112. Terns , Reyal 80. Caspian 180,
Blaok duok, 1.
cleudy.

Date.M.a.y.....2., .....1.95.1. ........................................................ .
Pelicans, white 950, Brewn 1. Herena, Great Blue, 39, Louisana, 310 ittle blue, 19.
Egrets, Reddish 112. Terns, Reyal BO. Caspian lBOe Gull billed 12. erster's 18.
Gulls, La.ughing 650.
Weather: SE winds 20 te 25 mph. OTeroast skies.
Gaseline 3 gals.
N beats in the immediate Ticini ty ef tm island.
Datc .. M.1.y.....3,.....1.951........................................................ .

Pelicans, white 959. Brewn 1. Herons, Great ·blue 39. Louisana 31. Little blue, 19.
Egrets, Reddish 112. Terns, Reyal 80. Caspian, 180. Gull bill ed l • Eerst er ' s 18
Gulls, Laughi n~ 650. Black duck 1.
eatheri N winds 25 to 30 mph. Cl~udy, with seme feg in early morn ng.
Gasoline 4 gals, Oil l qt.
Ne beats in the immediat e vi oinity ef tr., island.
Date .. Ma.y....4., .....1.951........................................................ .

Pelicans, White 850, Bre"W?l 1. Her ns, Great blue 39. Leuisana 31.
Egrets, Reddish 112, Terns, Reyal so. Caspia.n 180. Gull bi lled 12.
Gulls. Laughi ng 650 . Black duok 1.
Weather: NE 15 te 20 mph. Partly cloudy and warm Temperture 82
Gaseline 3 gals, Oil 1 qt .
Ne beats in the immediate vicinity.

I

es.

Date.. May.... 5., .....1.9.51 ........................................................ .

Pelicans, White, 850. Brewn 1. Herens, Great blue 39. Leuisana 31. ittle bl ue 19
Egrets, Reddish 112. Terns, Royal 80. Caspian 180. Gullebi ll ed 12. e rster ' s 18
Gulla, Laughing 650. Black duok 1. eather 1 Li ght te mederate variable winds,beceming SE in PM 10 te 5 mph, partly
ol eudy. temperature 87 degrees.
Ga.seline 3 gds .

N

b

·

Da te..M.ay....6., .....1.951.......................................... -.............

Peli cans, Whi te 950. Brewn 1. Her ns, Gr eat blue 39. Lueisana. 31.
Egrets. Reddish 112. Terns, Reyal BO, Caspian 180. Gull billed 112.
Gulls Laughing 650. Blaok duok 1. Wi l l ets 5.
Weat her: Wind s SE 10 t• 12 mph temperat ure 85, cl ear.
Ga soline 4 gal s , i l 1 qt .

z•.. .19..51. .........................................................

Date..May.....

Each warden sign or initial here:

Nt> Patrel.

(U1e additional 1heet to '1void

cr<nvding)

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) i.'-.&'L.m.~... ¥~~.r..~.......~.'-''.1,t~ ...~lr..g ___ J .~J.~..................STATE.i'.~.~~-~............................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES .........................................................................................................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchaeed or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m et with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
,..,..---

D ate .. ¥..t.Y.....6. ...... 19.51.•......................................................

Pelicans, \lfuite 950. Bre-.Nn lo Her ns, Great blue 39. IAuisana 31.
Egrets, Reddish 112. Terna Reyal 180. Caspian 180. Gull billedl2.
Gulls, Laughing 650 . Black duck lo illets 5e
eatheri SE 15 te 20 mph, clear, temperture 90 d~grees.
Gaseline 4 gals, eil 1 qt.
Ne beats in ti'& imrne~iate vioinity.
Date .. Ma.y.....9., ....1951 ........................................................ .

Pelicans, White 950. Brewn lo H~r ns, Great blue 39. Leuisana 31. Little blue 19.
Egrets, Reddish 112. Terns Reyal 80. Caspian 180• Gull billed 12. Ferater's 18
Gulls, Laughing 650. Black duck 1. Willet• 5.
Weathres inds SE 15 te 20 mph, partly oleudy, temperature 85 deg ees.
Gaseline 3 gals.
Ne beats in t~ immediate vioinity.

J

Date .Ma.y.... l .0, .....1.951. .................................................... .

Pelicans, White i5o. Br wn 1. Herena, Gr eat blue 39. Louisana 31. Little blue 19
Egrets, Reddish 11 2. Terns, Royal 80. Caspian 188. Gull billed 1 • F tater's 18.
Gulls, Laughing 650. Black duck 1. Willwts 5.
Weather: SE winds 15 ti 20 mph, partly ol udy, temperature 85 de ees.
GaseliBe 3 .gals.,sil 1 qt.
Ne boats in t~ immedia"tP vicinity-.
Date May. ...11.,.....195.l......................................................

Pelicans, White 50. Brewn 1. Herena, Gre t blue 39 1 Louisana 31 Little blue 19
Egrets, Reddish 112. Terns, Reyal 80. Caspian 180. Gull billed 1 • F rater's 18.
Gulls, Laughing 650. Black duok 1. illets 5
eather: Winds SE 20 t 30 mph. scattered cl uds, temperature 87 egrees.
Gasoline 3 gals
Twe outboard meter be ats warned frem landing.
Date.... .May...12.,.....1.9.5.1 ...................................................
Pel i can s, White 950. Brown 1 . Herens, Great blue 39. Leuisana 31. Little blue 19.
Egrets, Reddish 11 2. Terns, Royal Bi.Caspian 180. Gulled billed l • Ferster's 18.
~ulls, L au gn~ ng 050. Flack duok 1. W
illets 5
Weather: in~s SE 20 to 30 mph shifting t a 30 t• 36, cloudy t
Gaseline 4 gals, eil 1 qt.
Ne be.ts in tm· immediate Ticinity.
DateM.a.y....1.3.,.1.951............................................ -.............

Pel i oans, White 950, Brown 1. Herons, Great blue 39. L ui sana 31.
Egrets , Reddish 112. TerBs, Reysl 80. Caspian 180. Gull billed 12.
Gulls, Laughing 650. Blaok duck 1. Willets 5.
~ eathee: Winds NW te NE 20 t o 25 mph.,Cl udy. temperature 70 degre es.
Gaael i ne 3 gals.
Ne beets in th e imme~i te vicinity.
Date....l4ay.....l.4•....19.5 1 .................................................. .

as e.beve.
Gasol i ne 3 gal s , oi l 1 qt.
Weather Winds shi f ting, mestly S 10 te 15 mph,olear, 80 degree
Same

(Use additional sheet to (J,Void crowding)

18

Each warden sign or initial here:
.....................................................................................................
'

~OUTH

BIRD ISLA.ND

BIRD COUNT BE'fflEN MAY 1 AND WAY 15 1951

Pelicans, IVnite - nesting 9500 May 1st, some young hatehed,
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The above figures are of nest i ng birds only .
The weather has been extremly bad with hi h winds from

25 to 35 miles per hour, •.nd in one squa
lasting for three
hours tee wind reaohed a Telooity ot 5 miLes per hour, there
did not seem to be any damage on the is la mso
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WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ..~ ....\.!.t.b. ...B.i.r.d ...I .s1and•·····LagJ.mA ...Ma.dre.......... .STATE ... T.exa.a .......................................................................................... .
I NCLUSIVE DATES ....Ma:y:....1.5. ....tca....Ma.y: ....21,..... 1.9.5.1......................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard ; number s and names of boats m et with; names of per·
sous met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Dat e.May....1.5.,.... 1.9..5.1 ................................................ ...... .
Pelio•ns, White 950. Hr wn 1. Her.ens, Great blue 39. Louisa.na 31. Little blue s.
Egrets, Reddish 189. Sn wy 3. Terns, Royal270. Caspian 1800 Cab t's 150. Ferster's
18. Gulls, Laughing 1600. Blaok duok l. Will ets5. Aveoets 4.
eather: Light variable winds, beooming s outherly. Partly ol udy.
G&seline 4 gals, il l qt.
Ne b•ats in immediate Ticinity.
DateMa.y.....1.6.......19.51 ...................................................... .

Ne Patrol.

DateMa.y..... 17......19.51...................................................... .

N• ohange in oeunt.
Weather: Winds SE 15 te 25 mph.,partly cl udy.
Gaseline 4 gals, eil 1 qt .

~~~~:;;;;sr~1~~~···:········ · · ············· ··· ·········· ····· ·
~ eatner: SE winds 15 te 20 mph. Clear.
Gas•l i ne 3 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Da te:M.ay.... 1.9..,. .....19.51.......................................................
Ne change in ceunt
Weather: Light te ~ederate variable winds. oleudy.
Gaaeline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

DateM.t.Y.....2.0., ..... l.~P..l ....................................................... .
Ne change in oeunt.
Weather: inds E 5 t 10 mph, light drizzle, oTeroast.
Gas line 4 gals 1 Oil 1 qt.

DateM.u,....21,.....l.~.Q.l ........................................................
Ne change in oeunt.
W~ather: Wimds NE 10 te 15 mph, ol udy.
Gas•line 3 gal s . Oil l qt.

( U1e additional 1heet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) So.uth....Bir.d ....I.s.l.md•.... La.guna. ..Ma.dr..e............... STATE. ....1'.exa.s. .......................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES ..Ma.y..... 2.2 ....t.e.... May.... 2.8 ......19.51.......................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ...Mq.....22.•....19.51 ................................................... .

N• change in c unt.
Weather: SE winds 15 to 20 mph. Clear.
Gaseline 3 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date,..M.ay.... .2.3., .....19.5.1... ................................................. .

N change in oount
Weather: SE winds 20 te 25 mph. Partly cl udy.
Gaseline 4 gals. Oil l qt.

Date ...May. ....2.4 ,.....1.9.5.1... ..................................................
Ne change in count
Weather: Winds SE 20 t 25 mph.
Gas~line

Partly oloudy.

3 gals.

•
Date...M.ay ....2.5., ..... 1.9..5.1 .................................................... .

ohange in ceimt.

Wea th.er: Winds SE 15

to

20 mph. Pe.rtly cl6udy.

Gaseline 3 gals . iil l qt.

Date.. M.l y..... 2.6 ......19.51 .....................................................

l•zca..gezx.xa...•tx
Ne pa.trel.

Date.lllay.: ... 2.1.., .....19.51 ....................................... -.............

Ne oha.nge in oeunt
Weather : SE winds 15 te 20 mph
Gas•line 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..M!:Y.....?..~.a ..... l~§.1......................................................

Ne change in oeunt
Weather: SE winds 10 te 16 mph. Clear
Gaseline 3 ga• • O~l 1 qt.
(Ute additional 1heet to etvoid crowding)

Ej
...........1....

war~ign

or initial here:

~ 0 . ~.. . .. . ... . . . ..
.. ..

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general arca )fJ.!~:\;.~....~.;.r.ct, . .J.~J~!.1-....... l.!.'-'&YJ±t.... M~d..r..~ ............... STATE. .......T..e.xa.s......................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES.May.....2.9 ... .1.9.51....t•.... Jime ....4 _....19.51 ..... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of hll-di!! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date Mt.Y....2.9.•.....1.9.5.1 ......................................................

No oha ge in oount
Weather: NE wi•d• 10 te 15 mpg, Cloudy, light rai
Gasol i ne 4 gals. Oil l qt.

1.

Date ...M.ay. ...30., .... 1951.................................................. .
Weathers E winds 10 t 15 mph. Cloudy, light rains .
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil l qt .

Date .... Mq. .... .31., ....19.51 .................................................. .

No change in c unt
Weather: SE wind1 10 to 20 mph. Partly cloudy.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil l qt .
Gasoline 1.1 gals. Used in piokup, deliTering beat and meter to
Mr thomaa Grelen at Austwell, Texas .
Date.....Ju.a.~ ....1.... 1.~.~l. ......................................................
.Ne ohange in ceuJtt,
Weather: Winds SE 16 to 20 mph. Clear .
Gasoline 4 gals . oil l qt.

Date.....~.~A~.....?.1.... J.~.~J ...................................................

No ohange in oount .
Weather: Winds SE 20 to 25 mph. Partly cloudy.
Ge.saline 4 gals.

Date.....J:une .....3., .....1.9 51 ....................................-.............

.Ne change in oouat .
Weather: Winds SE 20 to 25 mph. Clear.
Gasoline 4 gals . l qt oil .

Date......J.u:a.e...:«:•....19.5.1..................................................

Ne Patrol.

Each ward
~ign or initial here:

J;

~

. . . . . . . ~ .. G..,..................... . ....... .. ... . . .... . . . ..... . . ... . .
(U•e additional 1heet to ttvoid crowdini)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .. ~Q.Wih..JUtr.d.Jli.ai...ndl,,. .. .Dagi.iba. .. .Madr.e ........... STATE .......l'exaa .........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES....June.... 5.... t• .... J.U lle....11• ....19.51................. .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m et with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kind s of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.J .u n.e....5 , .... 1.9.51. ..................................................... .

Ne change in ceunt .
Weather: Winds : SE 20 t e 25 mph. Clear.
Gaseline 4 gals. Oi l 1 qt.

Date.J une ....6 •.... .19.51...................................................... .

No change in c unt
Wea.ther: Winds SE 20 te 25 m;h. Clear.
Gaseline 3 gale. Oil 1 qt .

Date.J.une....1., .....1.95.1 .......................................................

Acoempanied en patrel by Mr Jehn Ba.leer. Changed count en the fellewiDg:
Reddish egrets 200 Terns, Reyal 270. Ca.bet's 175. Caspian 185.
Weather: inds SE 20 te 25 mph. clear.
Gaseline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

a.•.. . J 9.Sl·······................................................

DateJu11.e ....

CeuDt same as aboTe.
Weather: Winds SE 20 t e 25 mph.
Gasoline 3 gals.

DateJ..JJ.U.!'-....~ . ..... l.~.51 ....................................................... .
No change in oeunt
Weather: Light to maderate Tariable wi,nd s . Partl y oleudy .
Gasoline 4 gala . Oil l qt.

Date...J.une....10. ....19.51 ............................................... ..
Ne change in ociu nt
Weather: Winds SE 10 te 15 mph . Cl• udy
Gasoline 4 gals. 1 qt eil .

Date... ~.~~~....!la... J.~.§1 .................................................

Ne ohange in oou•t
Weather: Winds SE 15 to 20 mph. Pa.rtly oleudy .
Gasoline 3 gals. Oil 1 qt.
(U1e additional aheet to avoid

ctowdin&)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ...S.• u.th ... Bi.r .d ... I .&lan.d•.....La.guna...Ma.dr.~............ STATE. ...... T..~Xt..I........................................................................................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES ..... J:uh.e....12....t .......J:u.n~....l.6. •....l~.5.l. .............
NOTE:

Repo1·t weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

D ate ...Junf'-...12 •..... 19.5.1................................................. .

Ne Patrel.

Date .. J.un.e. ..13.,.19.5.1......................................................

Ne change in c unt.
Gas line 4 gals. Oi l l qt.
Weathe r: Wi nds SE 15 to 20 mph. Clear.

Dat e .. Jun.e ..14.,.....1.951 ................................................. .
~ o change in count
Waethee: Winds SE 15 te 20 mph . Partly .cloudy.
Gaseline 3 gals.

Date .. J.une ....1 5.., .....1.9.5.1..................................................

N change in 001nt
Weather: Winds SE 25 to 3e mph. Partly cleudy.
Gasol i ne 4 gals . Oil 1 qt.

Date..J.une....16., ....19.61..................................................

No ohange in oeunt
eather: Winds NE 10 te 12 mph. Cloudy
Gaseline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.....J.1.Anl'- .... l .'l,. ....19..5.1................................................
Ne change in o unt .
W~ather: Winds E 10 te 16 mph. Light rains, oleudy.
Gase line 3 gall a .

Date.....!l..\AU!:!....l.6.,. ....l.~.5.1...............................................

Ne patrel .

( Uie additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY {or general area ) ...S.o.ut.h....Bi.r.d ...Ia.l .and_. ....Laguna ... Mad.r.e............ STATE........T.exaa. ............................. ........................................................ .
I N CLUSIVE DATES .....Jun~....l.9. ... .t•.... J.u.ue. ... .2.5., .....1.9..5.1............ _
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Dute ......Ju.ne ....19.•..... 19..5.1 ............................................. .
Ne c:t..nge in count .
Weather: Winds Se 20 te 25 mph. Partly cleudy
Gaseline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date ..... J.une.... .20• ....19.51.............................................. .
Ne change in c unt.
Weather: Winds SE 20 te 25 mph. Clear.
Gaseline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt .

Date.....J.un.e.... 21 •....19.5 1...............................................
No change in oeunt.

Weather: Winds SE 15 t 20 mph . Feggy in AM, clear in PM
Gaseline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt .

Date.... J.un.e ....22., .....l.951............................................... .

N change in count.

Weather: Winds SE 20 te 25 mph. Clear .
Gas line 3 gals .

Date ....J..une....2.3., .....1.9.51 ................................................
Ne change in Oal nt.
Weather: Winds variabl e i n Am. 15 to 20 SE mph i n PM.
Gasoline 4 gals . Oil 1 qt

Date.......J:u.nei....2.4 • ....19.51...............................-.............
Ne change in oc unt •
Wea t her: Winds E 10 mphin AM . SE 15 te 20 mph in PM
Gaseline 3 gals . Oil 1 qt .

Date.......~:µ.~.~....2.Qa..-.l.~Ql..............................................

Each warden sign or initial here:

.....J.. .~.. .-;£_~·· · · · · · · · · · · · ·

Ne Patrel .

( Use additional sheet to a.void crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .S..QJJ.th ....5.ird... l ..a.lt.nd#····.l.i.$..&\m.t. ... .1.dr..l!';..............STATE .......T~xas................... ............. ..................... ............................. .
INCLUSIVE DATES....J..:9.P...~ ... 2.9.. ... .tt ....J..M.lY.....2., .... l .9.9.l ................. ..
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with ; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, fee ding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.Jw!l.e..... 2.6 ,. .... 19.51 ...................................................

N• oha.nge in o•unt
eath er: WEnds, ~ light te
J a s line 4 gals, Oil l qt.

modera~e ,

ulear .

DateJu.ue.....2,.7.,.....1.951.................................................. .

ue oh ge i oeunt
eatner: i nds, SE Light te maderate .
Gasoline 3 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date ....June .... 28., ....19.51... ............................................ .
No change in oount
Ge.a 4 gals. Oil 1 qt
Weather: Winds SE light to moderate .

Date ....June....2.9., ....19.51 ............................................... .

change in co tmt
Weathres Winds SE 15 to 20 .MPH . f artly cloudy
Gas 4 gals;. Oil l Qt
~o

Date ....June.... 30.,. ....19.51 .............................................. ..

ohange in oo ,u nt
Weathers Winds 15 to 20 MPH, Cloudy
Gas 4 gals . Oi l 1 qt.
~o

Date...J.u ly....1.,....19.51... .................................................
No change in ooont

Weathers Winds 15 to 25 MPH. Partly cloudy
Gas 3 gals. Oil 1 qt

Date....!l.Y.!lY.....?..... l~.!?.l .......................................................

Each warden sign o-r initial here:

ohange in ool nt
Weather: Winds 10 to 15 MPH. Clear
Gas 4 gals. Oil l qt.
~o

(Uu additional 1heet to a.void

crot~ding)

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .~o..wth ....B..i r.d....I .sl.and, .... Le.guna. ...Ma.d r.e. ............ STATE ...T.e xas............................................................................................ ..
I NCLUSIVE DATESJ.uly....3 ...to....J .u ly: ... 9., .....1.951........... ..............
NOTE:

R eport weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m et with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date<l..µ .b: .....~.. .... l.~.Ql.. ...................... .................................
No ohange in count
Weather: Wi nds 15 to 25 MPH. Partly oloudy
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt

Date ...J.µ.ly....4. .....l .9..51.................................................. .. .
No ohange in 001 nt

Weathftr: Winds S 10 to 15 MPH. Partly cloudy.
Gas 4 gals • Oil 1 qt.

Date ....July.....5., .....19.51 ................................................... .

No Patrol

Date....... J.uly.... .6,. ....1.9.51 ............................................... .

No ohange in count
Weather: Winds SE 15 to 20
Gas 4 gals. Oil 1 qt

MPH.

Partly cloudy

Date.......J.M
.lY:....7. .... l.9..~l.................................................
No change in count
Weather: Winds SE 15 to 20 MPH. Clear.
Gas 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.. .July.....8., .....1951.................................................... .

No ohange in 001 nt
Weather: Winds SE 15 to 20 MPH. Clear
Gas 3 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date... J.~ly.....9.,.....1.9..5.1. ....................................................
N 1x1m~ zit-:dJN:•ix

Made trip to Austwell,Aransas Refuge, deliTered parts to

~i-/1! 1 ft1s.
( V se additional 1heet to avoid croivding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

: t'G:f~ · :

WARDENS WEEKLY REPORT
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth ATe
New York 28, N Y
SANCTUARY ••••••••••• South Bird Island, Laguna Madre •••••••••• Texas
INCLUSIVES DATES •••••••• July 10 to July 16, 1951.

July 10, 1951.
No change in count.
Weather: Winds 20 to 30 NPH Partly cloudy.
~as 4 gal s . Oil l qt.
July 11 1951
No change in count
Weather: Winds E to SE 15 to 20 MPH. Partly cloudy
uas 3 gals. Oil l qt

July 12, 1951
~o change in count
Weather: Winds SE 15 to 20 MPH. Clear.
Gas 4 gals. Oil 1 qt

July 13, 1951
~ o change in count
heather: Winds NE TO E 15 to 20 .BllPH. Couldy, ocassional showers.
Gas 3 gals. oil l qt

July 14, 1951
No change in count
Weather: Winds SE 10 to 15 MPH . Thunder showers.
Gas 4 gals.

July 15, 1951
No change in ocu nt
Weather: inds 10 to 15 MPH. Partly cloudy
Gas 3 gals. Oil l qt

July 16, 1951
No cheng;e i n co unt
Ma e
Weather cloudy, light winds .
Gas. 4 gals. Oil L qt.

s

42 ·1.

unhatched eggs 209. young dead 48.

r

I

I

I

I

VARDENS WEEKLY REPORT
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 FIFTH VE
New York 2e. N Y

I

SANCTUARY,,,,•••••••••••••••• South tlird island, Laguna t. adre • • ••• . Texas
INCLUSIVE DA.TES••••••••••••••• July 17 to July 23, 1 51.

July 17 1951
No Patrol.

July 18 1951
No change in oount
Weather: ~inds SE 15 to 20 MPH. Clear
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt

July 19 1951
No ohange in count
Weather: Winds SE 20 to 30 MPH. Partly cloudy
Gasoline 3 gals

July 20 1951
change in count
Weather: WindsSE 15 to 25
Gasoline 4 gab s. Oil 1 qt
No

MPH

Cloudy

July 21 1951
change in count
Weather: Winds 15 to 20 MPH. Partly cloudy
Gasoline 3 gals. Oil l qt.
No

July, 23 1951
Weather: SE Moderate. Clear.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt o

WARDENS WEEKLY REPORT
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Ave
New fork 28, N Y

S.A"NCTUARY ••••••••• ••••• •• ••• ••• South Bird Island, La.guns. Me.dre •••• Texas
INCLUSIVE
11 , , July 24 t0 July 30, 1951

DATES,,,.,.,,,.,,

J u ly 24 1951
No Patrol

Ju:W 25, 1951
Weather: Winds 10 to 15 MPH. Clear.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

uuly 26 11 l~ol.
Weather: Partly cloudy. Moderate winds.
Gasoline 3 gals.
July 27, 1951
Weather: Winds~~ 10 to lb MFH. Clear.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

July 28, 19H
Weather:· Winds SE 10 to 15 M"'H. Cloudy
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

July 29, 1951.
Weathers Winda SE 15 to 20 MPH. Clear.
: asoline ~ 0 als. Oil 1 qt .

July 30, 1. 951
Weather: Winds SE 15 to 20 MPH. Clear.
Gasoli• 3 ga~ • Oil 1 Qt.

WARVE~S WEEK~Y

R.:.4vn T

NATIONAL UDUBON SOCIETY
· 1000 Fifth Ave
York, 28 N Y

New

SANCTUAHY •••••••••••••••••••••••••• South Bird Island, Laguna Madre, Texas
I NCLUSIVE DATES •.•••••••••••••••••• : July 31; 1951.

July 31, 1 951.
Two small oolonye ,.of whi tie pelicans remain on island. Rem inder have
taken to wing. 13 young snowy egrets, 116 reddish e~r.ets , 18 Louisana. herons, 33 Ward's herons, and approximately 900 young laughing
gulls remain on the island as of this date.
As notice in my reports their have been no Tisitors nor requests to
Tisit the island thts season.
I will take thee sign dovm about the 10th of the month, and remove the
boat rom the water, storing the boat at my place unless otherwise
requested.

JG, f~
L E Ra.welt.

.....

WARDEN 'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Aven ue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY {or general area) ... S.outh....Bir.d ...I.al.~nd,.La.gu.u. ...Ma.~e...............STATE .....T.e xaa .......................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES .. Ap.r.i.l ....l .... to ... -Apr..tl ....7,..... 1952................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours a11d minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard ; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of bird!! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.. ApriLl . ....19.5 2...................... .......................... .
Pelieaaa, White, 760 _J!a~~ro
~~!9ooll!ll~,,_~~~~~~~
··

Reddish Egrets, 80, some with eggs.
Caapiaa ROY.al ~ Catio 1 Teras,
islaad, Laughiag gulls, same. Ward1
Hel'Oas, mU:iag aeat1. ""'""
'
Weather: Wi a da BE 15 to 20 PH , Partly oloudy.
Gasoliae, 6 gals, oil 2 qt1.
Date..April ....2., ....19.5.2 ................................................. .

South Bird I1laad, 1ame.
Spoil b&.ldc:s at mouth of Baffin ' s Bay, Teraa 5atheriag.
Weathers Wi•d1 E lo to 1'5MPH. Cloudy.
Ga1.o liae, 5 gala, oil l qt.

Date..Ap.r.il.... 3., ....1952 ................................................ .

Weather: Wiads N 12 to 18 MPH. Clear,
Gaaoliae 3 gala.

Date.April, .....4 ....1952.......................... :....................... .

Weather: Wi ds N gentle, Clear.

Date.April,..... 5.... 19.52. .................................................. .

Weathers Wi•d• SE 20 to 25 MPH, partly cloudy.
~asoliae 3 gals, oil 1 qt.

DateApril., .....6 ....1.9.52. ....................................................

Weathers Wi nd• SE 20 to 25 MPH, raia in 1quall1, eloudy.
gasoline 4 gala, oil 1 qt.

D ate.Ap.r.i.l,. .....1.....1.9.~.2 ...................................................
Weathers Wi•d• E 10 to 15 MPH, aome raia, eloudy.
Gaaoli•e 4 gala, oil 1 qt.

(Use aclditional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each wa1'Jn sign 'bt initial here:

. . .l . .~-~.l(..~. . .. . . . . ... . . . . . .. . . . .
. . . . . . . . .. ...... . . . ... .... .. . . . ... . . ..... . . . . .... . . . . .... .. ... . . . ....... . .. . ... . . .. . . . , 1 • •••• •• •••• •• •

WARDEN 'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )S.o uth....Bir.d ....I .al.od • ... LagWI.&.. M.adr..e ............. STATE ... r .exa.a ........................................................................................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES.....Apri.l ....8 ....t .o... Ap.ril. ...14., ....lS.5.2 ......... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
'

Date. Apr.i.l ....S....1.9..5 2..................................................... .
White Pelieua, Jtotie '1P e iaorease ) ._a. t]le the JU,UD.ber qf .~e .~,tiM '11rds. SJlOwy egr,ta, 5
making •eata. Iaorease 1• aug •g gull• aJld eJ'Jls, ao aesti •g. ·
Weathers Yfi•d• HE 15 to 20 Mph. Clear.
Gasolia e, 4 gale, oil 1 Qt.

~~;!P~!h:::.!~·f>.·B~· ·are·· ·Witii . . 'egg~ . Nes~. i~g bir~s .. 9,99,
Red di an egret a, 11""6'.
~
~ ·
Weathers Light Tariable to SE 10 to 12 Mph, clear.
Gasoliae 3 gala, oil 1 qt.

(Otf-ahore eou.t)

Date .. .April ...10, .... .1.9.5.2 .. .......................................... .

Weathers Wi•d• SE 10 to 15 Mph, olear.
Gaaoliae 4 gals, oil 1 qt.

Date.. Ap.r.il ... .11 •.....1.9.5.2.•...........................................
'f••'kas~

No Patrol.

Date .Ap.r.il ....12,.....1.952..............................................

Weather: Wi•d• E 10 to 15 Mph, cloudy with oeeasaio•al rab.a.

Ge.solia.e 3 gala, oil 1 qt.

Date...April ... 13., .....19.52. ..............................................

Weather: Wl•da BE 15 to 25 Mph, partly eloudy.
Gasoline 4 gala, oil 1 qt.

1

Date.. .A.p.r.il... l:i......1.9..6.2..............................................

Weathers Wi•ds NW 25 to 35Mph, guat1 to 45, Glear.
No patrol.

Each watden sign or initial here:

.. . J. . .t . tf~. ... ........ . ......... . .
!..

( Use additional aheet to avoid crowding)

......... ,. ...... ,. ,,.,..,. .. ,.,. .. , .. ,:~· ·•• U••""'""' ' " '' ' " '' ' ' ' '"''"'"''''•''"'"'"''"'''

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) So.uth ... Bird ... I.llu.~ .... La.glma ...Madr.a .............. STATE ..'lexu............................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES ...&.pr.U .... l.5....to. ...Apr.il.... 21 . ....19.6.2 ...... ..
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of binle observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ....Ap.r.11 ....1.6., .... 19.62........................................... ..

l'fllite Pelieaa1, aotieeable iaorea1• ill auaber ~~ bird1.
gulll 1ame.
Weath•rt lloden.t• ea1terly ..U.d1. Light ahowers.
Gaaoli•e 3 gal1, oil 1 qt.

Dat~.r.il ....16 .

.... 19.6 2 .................................................

Weathers Variable wiad1 beeoai•g SE 15 to 20 Kph. Clear.
Gasoli•e 3 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date&pr.11.... 17., .....1.9.5.2 ................................................ .

Weathers Wiada SE 16 to 20 Mph. Partly eloudy
Gaaoliae 4 gale.

DateA.p.r..11 .... 1.8., .... 19.~.2................................................. .

Weatlter: Wiad1 SE 20 to 26 Mph. Cloudy
Gasoliae 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Dat6'.p.r.i.l .... l.~ ......19..52................................................ ..

Weather: lfiads BE 15 to 20 Kph. Ctoud7 with dti&&le.
Gasoliae 3 gals. Oil l qt.

Date..Ap.r.i.l ....20. . ....19..52...............................................
Weathers lfi•d• N 10 to 15 Mph. Clear.
Ga1oliae 4 gal1.

Date..Ap.r.il ....2.1......19..5.2...............................................
Weathers Wlad1 Tariable, •l•ar.
Ga1oliae 3 gals. Oil 1 qti.

( Use additional sheet to avoid Ct'owding)

Te~1

aakiag ae1t1, laughi.Jag

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY.
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )Soutlt.....B.i rd....l.1.l.~.d...... lA.g,µat, ... ¥.1.4.r.•
INCLUSIVE DATES.A.pr.i l ... .22., .....to ... April ... .28., ....19.5.2 .......
NOTE:

............... STATE. .. 'f.~~M.................................. ......................................................... .

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per1 sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..Ap.ril ... 2.2., .....19.5.2 .............................................

No patrol.

Dn teAp.r.1.l .... 2.3. ....19..52...............................................

Botieed t
t
•• BUJD.ber ot White
••OWV' egrets •eati•g.
Weather: Wi•d• S loto 16 Mph. Clear.
Ga1oli•e 4 gals. oil L qt.

p~lie~1 ~~ereasi•g.

?er.a. gulll ..d

Dat.eApril .... 2......19..52........................................ ........

Weathers Wiad1 SE 10 to 15 Mph. Clear.
Ga1oline 3 gala. 011 1 qt.

DateAp.r.11....2.5. ....19.52............................................... .

Weather: Wi•ds Tariable beeoming SE 10 to 15 Mph. partly eloudy.
Gasoli e 3 gala.

DateAp.r.11 ....26.,.....195.2 ................................................

Weather: Wiada light to 10 Mph. olear
Gaaoli•e 4 gals. Oil 1 Qt .

Date... Apr.il ....Z.1..,..... 1.9..Q.2.............................................

Mr & Mrs C P Shelby. 1413 Orao•d a.ad Mr & Mr• Fultoa Taylor, 2314
Pre1eott St.,both of C.C.Texa1.,0b1erTed birds from boata.
Weather: Light Tariable wiada. el
Gaeoli•• 4 gals. 011 1 qt.
Two partiea i• area;

Date ... Ap.r.11....2.8 •....19.5 2.............................................

No patrol.

t

(Vie addition.al •heet to avoid crotvding)

-••• •'A• oro•"-••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••• ••••••••••• ••• ••••• •••• ••••••••••••• ••' '' '' '''' "'''' ' '

.................,........................................ ...........................................

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )So.ut.h....B.i.r.d ... I .aland, .....L.agunt;l.....IV'.fA..d r.~ ................ STATE ....T~.xas.............................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES .... April.. .. 2.9....t.o ...May.... 5.,..... 1.952..................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours ancl minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of hircll! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.Ap.r.il. ....29., .... .1.952 .............................................. .

Terne, Cabota 220, Royal 450, Forster's 12. AToeeta 4. Egrets, reddish 71. Snowy 9.
Herone, Wards 61. Louiaana 5. White Pelieans 1250. Laughing gulls 3000.
eathers Winds SE 15 to 20 mph. Cloudy.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date.Ap.r.il .... ~0, ....1952............................................... .

Weathers Winda SE 15 te t 20 mph. Partly
Gaaoli•e 4 gala. Oil l qt.

loudy

DateKay. ... 1 • ....19.52...:..................................................... .

Weatehr: Winds SE to E 10 to 15 mph. Cloudy with eeattered showers.
Gasoline ~ gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date ... .M.ay. .... 2., .... 19.5.2 ..................................................... ..

Weathers Winds SB l5 te 20 mph. Clear.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date .....f:.......3.,.....l.i.5.2...................................................... ..

Weathers Winds SB 10 to 15 mph. Partly cloudy.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.. Mg.y .,.i,.....1~52.........................................-.............

Weathers Wi•d• SE 15 to 20 mph. Partly eloudy.
Gasoline ~ gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date..Ma,:.... 5.......1.9.5.2 .........................................................

llo Patrol.

(U1e additional aheet to a.void crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ... So~th .. llird ...I .11.aad. .... Lap......V.a.dr.e ........... STATE .....Te.u:.a........................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES.llay:....6 ....1io....Ka.y..... l.2• ....19.5 2.......................... ..
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bh-ds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..llay. ....6. .... 19..52....................................................... .

lfeathe*; wi•d• SE 15 to 20 MPH, Partly eloudy
Gasoline 3 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date .. May.....1.....19..5.2............................................................ .

Weathers Winds DE 25 to 36 llPB. Cloudy with shewers.
Gasoliae 4 gals.

Date.. llq.....8 ...1.952........................................................... .
Weathers SE winds 25 to 30 MPH. Partly eloud.y.
Gasoline 3 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.. MaY,: ...9.... 19.6.2. ............................................................

Weathers S to SE winds 26 to 35 llPH. Partly eloudy
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Da te ..lifay.....10. ....19.62..................................................... .

Weathers Wi•ds !IE 12 to 15 MPH.. ohaJ1.gi:ag to .w 35 to 40 aph. Cloudy with
Gasol8n.e • gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.Jl~.... l.l. .... l~.~2..................................................... ..
Weathers Winds 26 to 35 MPH. Showers in the Am. to partly cloudy.
Gaeoline 3 gsls. Oil 1 qt1.

Date.....lq.... .l.2. ......19..6.2.............. ~ ...................................
No Patrol.

(U;e aclclitional sheet to avoid crowding)

uwa

Showers.

WARDEN'S, WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .So.uth ... B.i .r.d ... I..s.laad. ....Lagun.a. ... Madr.e............. STATE ...... ,.?e.xas ...................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATE~y.: ... l.3....t.o... May..... 1.9......19.52. ........................ ..
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or ta.ken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Da te¥.$:i,.... l~ . ........ l..~ .9..? .... ......... ......................................
Weathers Winds light SI beeaning S 10 to 15 MPH. Clear.
Gasoline • gals. Oli 1 qt.

DatoVay. ... l !,.... 1 .9.5.2...................................................... ..
Weather: Winds SE 25 to 30 MPH. Partly cloudy.
Gasoline 4 gals.

DateM.a Y, ....l.~.......1.9.5.2................ ....................................... .

Weathers Winds SE 25 to ~O MPH. Cloudy.
Gasoline 3 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Datdlay..... 1.6............................................................................ ..
Weathers Winds St 25 to 35 MPH, gusts to 50 MPH. Cloudy.
Gasolines 4 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.. .MaY,... l .7., .....1.9.5.2.....................................................
Weather: Winds SE 15 to 18 MPH cheging to E 20 to 25 MPH. Hea'TY showers.
Gasoline 3 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date..M~y: ... l .8.,.....1.9.5.2.................................................... ..

Weathers Winds E to NE 25 to 30 MPH. Cloudy with showers.
Gasoliae • gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..... Jlq.....19• ....19.52...................................................
Weathers Winds NE 25 to 30 MPH. Cloudy.
Gasoline 3 gals. Oil 1 qt.

(U1e culdifional 1heet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .~9Wt.b.. Jttr.d....I.d..a.M.,. ... .La.gw:J.a. .. .Ma.dr.e. ............. STATE...T.en.a ............................................................................................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES ... M.ay.... 2.0....t .o.... Mq.... 2.6•····.19.62. ......................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birch observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Da te ....Mu ....20.•..... l.~ .6.2 ..................................................

!to Patrol.

Date .. M.ay: ... 2.1......19.5.2 ................................................... .
Weather: Winds SE 20 to 25 MPH.

Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Dat.e.... ¥.ay.... 2.2•.... l.i.Q..2. .................................................. .

Weatllers WiJ1.da SE 25 to ~O MPH. Partly doudy.
Gasoli e 4 gals. Oil 1 qt •

•
Date.... May..... 2.3• .... l9.52 ...................................................

eat he r : SE winds 10 to 15 mjlh. clear.
Gasoline 3 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date....May.... 2.4:• .... 19.52....................................................
Weather: Winds NE 15 to 20 mph .

Gasoline 4 gala. Dil 1 qt.

Partly cloudy

Date... M.ay.....2.5. ....19.52.....................................................

Weather: Winds E 10 to 12 mph. Cloudy.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date... M!i!-Y,....2.ti.•.....l.~.5.2 ....................................................
~eather:

Winds SE gentle. Clear.
Gasoline 3 gala. Oil 1 qt.

(Use additional aheet to atioicl crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )~ ... So.u th .. .B.i rd ...I .aland,.LagUJlA .. Kadr.e....STATE .....1'.exa.a ...........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ..Ka.y.....2.1 ... to.... Jua• ....2,.....1.952........................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
•

Date .. M.ay ... 2.7., .....1.9 6.2................................................... ..

Weat•ers WiB.da SE 10 tol5 mph. Clear
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil l qt.

Date ..Ml.y...... 2.8.,..... 1.9.52............................................... .

Bo Patrol.

Date..Me.y: ....29., .... .1.9.5.2................... .................................. .

Weather: Winds SE 15 to 20 Mph. Tloudy
Gaseline 3 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.Ml.Y.....3.0. .... 1.9..52.......................................................

Weather• Winds E 15 to 20 mph. Cloudy.
Gals 4, gasoline. Oil l qt.

Date¥.'-'Y.....~l. .....l .~6.2 ..................................................... .

Weather: lfi:ads SE 10 to 15 mph. eloudy .
Gasoli ne 4 gals. Oil l qt.

Date... J.Ya.e.... l ......19..52. .....................................-.............

Weather: Winds SE 10 te 15 aph. Partly
Gasoline S gals. Oil 1 qt.

e~oudy.

Date...Jua.e....2.,.....l.!il.5.2 .....................................................

Weather: Winds SE 10 to 15 aph. Clear.
Gaaeline 4 gala •. Oil l qt.

(U1e a4clitional 1heet to avoid crowding)

Each w~ sign or initial here:

. ~ .. ~............~...................................

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area 'P..QWt.b.....13.lr..d....l.ll.od,. .... L&g.Y.Jlt....Madr~................. STATE ...... .t.e.xa.s........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ....Jua•.....S ... t•....J.u n.e.Jl., .....1.9..5.2......................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird!! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ...Jwa.e. ... S._ .... l~.52 .............................................. .

ll Patrol.

Datc.... J.u ae.... i • .... 1.~5.2 ................................................... .
Weather i -Wiads SE 20 to 25 mph. Partly eloudy.
G&seliae • gals. Oil l qt.
.

Date ........J.M•l'-... 6., .... .l.~.5.2 ............................................... .
Weat~er: Wiade SE to E 15 to 20 mph.

'.

Cloudy with eeattered sho..-ers

Gas•line 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date....... J.UJl.e ....6• ....1.9.52............................................. ...

Weather: Wiads E to liE 15 to 20 mph. Rains general, approximately 1 inoh at island.
No harm to yollllg birds.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil lqt.

Date.......J.1m..~....1.-.....l.~.P..2 ................................................ .
Weather: Wi ds NB 10 to 16 mph. Cloudy.
Gasoline 3 gals.

Date......J.!J.tl~ ....8. •....19.52...................................._.............
Weathers Winds E 10 to 15 mph. Partly cloudy.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date......... J..~n~....~., .....1.9..5.2 ...............................................

lfo Patrol.

Each 'Warden sign or initial here:

.. . l.:....rtzt.. .f....~... . . ... ..... . ..

(U~ qc/ditiomzl •heet to avoid ttowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )S.o.:i.tth....Bir.d....l .s.l.and, .... L.a.g.una. .. M.adr..e............... STATE ....T.exas.............................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ..J.ao. ....lQ ... t.o.... l .'!.ID!:t.... l.§., .....l.~.~-2 .................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date...June. ... 10., .....1.95.2................................................. .

No boats in Tioinity.
Ge -physical rews running lines tor shots, •o lines eloser than l mile.
Gas line • gals. Oil l qt.

Date..J.\me....l.l., ....19..52. ................................................. .

C L Jourde and wite, stood off island in boat ebserTed birds thru binoeulars.
C~rp,us
hristi, Texas.
du qt.

Date .. J..'\Ane....12., .... li.5.2 ................................................. .
No boats in the Tioinity.
Gasoline 3 gals. 011 l qt.

Date ..J\Ul.e. ... .l.3.,..... l.~.52.•................................................

No boats in the Tioinity.
Gasoline • gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..J'.IJ:P,~....l.i. ... .l.~.Q.i...................................................... .
No boats in the Tieini:Jy.
Gasoline ~ gala. Oil 1 qt/

Date.~.µ~~.... l.6. .......... l.~§2 ................................................

Twe boats passed not close enuff tor interception.

Gasoline

~

gals. Oil l qt.

Date.~.~A.~.....!.9........!.~§.g ...................................................

No boats in Tioinity.
Gaseline ~ gals. 011 l qt.

(U1e aclclitional aheet to a.void crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ~.9.Y:~.h....~:1,- ~4...l..!s.l~. 4.......~.~~Wl.J,. ..M.~4.r..~ ................. STATE f.~,!C;,,_Q ................................................... ...................... .......... .......... .
INCLUSIVE DATES ...J.un.e ... 17....t. ....J:une ....2.3, .... 19.52............... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird~ observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations,

Date.J u.ne ....l.7. • .... l~.6.2 ....................................................

No patr 1.

DateJ.J,Ule. ...18....19..5 2....................................................... .

L C Simmons , Marine Biologooial DiT•• G.F.&O.C. Texas. Rookport. Texas. No disturbance.
ObserYed birds from skiff.
Gasoline • gals. Oil 1 qt .

Date.~µ_:g..~ ....l.~.....l~.Q.2 ................................... ................. .
Cash Asher. 1202 leoond It., Corp s Christi, Texa.s., L ft .Anderson. Corpus Christi, heard of
tha isla.hd, no real lcnowdledge of bird life.
Gasoline 3 Gals. Oil l qt.

Date~'!:m.~ ....2.0., ..... l..~.Q.?.....................................................
No boats in the Tioinity.
Gasoline I gals. Oil l qt.

Datec1..~A~.....?J~ . ...l..~.P..~... .................................................

No boats in the Tieinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. oil l qt.

Date... J..Y~~.... 2.?., .... li.52................................................. .
No boats in the immediate Ticinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date ...~~;g,.~.... 2.~. .... .1.~.!?-.2.......................... ~ ......................

No patrel.

(Use additional 1heet to ttvoid crowding)

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) S.o:u.t.h .. .Bird ...I.sl,and, .... Laguna. ..Madre. .............. STATE .....1'.exaa •........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES .....J..\m.e....2f..... t .o. ....J:wut...30 •....l.~.5.2.............
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with ; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along: Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of hirde observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Dat"1~.~ ....2iY.l~.S.2.........................................................

No boats in Tieini't7·
Gasoline ~ gala. Oil 1 Qt.

Date...J..~~. ..?.§.......l~.Q2.............................. .................... .
No boats in Tioinity. Some white young pelieana flying.
Gasoli•e 3 gala.

Date ....June ....2.6.,..lg52 ................................................... .

No Doata in Tieinity.
Gasoline ~ gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date ... JW1.e....2.1....1g.s2 • .................................................
No beat1 in TiciJaity.

GasoliD!!

~

gals • Oil 1 qt.

Date....June ....2.8....19.62 ....................................................

A & I.,ornithel gy •lass, Dr Pauline Jaaea inatruetor, students WarreA Norwood,
Murray- Gana.er, Alfred Peters, John Pl rysiak, Herberto TreTino. ObaerTatiens from
skiffs.
Gasoline • gal. Oil l qt.

Date...!1..Yl.~.... 2.~.,. .... .li.P..2...................................-.............

No boats in the Ti•inity.

Date...... J:un.e....30. ....19.52..............................................

No Patrol.

( U1e additional aheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN 'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area ) So.M.t.h ... .Bi.r..d...1 .s.l.aud.•..Lag:u.n.a. .. lladr..e .. ............. .STATE ....... :.. ! .exa.s ...................... ................. ,................................... :...... •
INCLUSIVE DATES ..J.uly: ... l
NOTE:

... to.... J.u.ly:.....1.,.... 1.952........................

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent,, p,atrolling; ,?mount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of h9ats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any u1'usual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of hird~ observed . at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
,~

·•
..~.
,.

Da te...J u ly.....1,. .....19.52 .....................................................
Be oats in Tioinity.

Gas line • gals. Oil lqt.

Date.!l,µl.Y.....2....... l.~5..2 ..................................................... .
No boats in Tioinity.
Gas•li•e • gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date ...J.:µ~Y .... ~.a .....l~.9..2. ............................................... ...... .

Ne boats in Tieinity. One celeny ot young white pelicans on. north e•d of islEl.d
haTe taken ott.
Gasoline 3 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.!l.µ ly: ........... l.i.5.2 ...................................................... .
R.W. Worda Uld wite,, 4:52 Southem St.,CC Tex., did not l and ,

• h
Wl.8

ed t o

t.IU\•w

....
t the bi r d s.
aweu

5 boats Yith•ut numbers put in olese but did •ot stop.
Gas line 4: gals. Oil 1 Qt.

Date.J .u ly..... 5., .... .l.i 5.2..................................................... ..

Mrs A C Buohanan and son,, Fleur Blutt, Tex.,wished son James to see the birds, did net
go as ore.
2 small boats passed olose.
Gasoline 4: gals .. Oil 1 Qt.

CC Tex. Interested in the priteotio• and grewth.

Date....J.:u.~.....1....1.i.~.2 ........................................................
No b ate in Ticinity.

Gae li•e

~

gals. Oil l qt.

(U1e additional

1h~et

to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ...So.u.t h .. B.i .rd ... I.a.lan.d,.La.guna. .. .M.a.dr.e............ STATE ......T.e.xa.s ...................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATEfi.ul.y....8...t.e ....J.uly.... l.i,.....19..52.........................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird~ observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concenu·ations.

Date .. J.uly.: ... 8., ... l.95.2 .................................................. .

No patrol

Da te..J.~.J.y .. ~........l.~.P.2................................................ .
No boats in Tioinity
Gasoline' gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date .. ~~.:l,Y. ... :J..9.,.... J.~.15..?................................................. ..

No boats in Tioinity
Gasoline ' gals. Oil l qt.

Date .J._µly: .... l.l,. .... l~.5.2.................................................. .
Squalls ...d winds to 55 mph., did not affeot the young.
T Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.J..M.1 Y ....l.2., .....l.i.5.2. ...................................................
No boats in Tioinity.

Gasoline 4: gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date~~JY. ....l ..~.•.... J.?§.g .................................................. ..

'b:aai:b 7 small boats without numbe:nr passed close but did not stop.
Gasoline ' gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date~Y.lY. ....l:fl.,..... l.i..9..2................................... ............... ..

No Patrel.

(U1e additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..Scauth .. .Bir.d. .I .sllld,. ........................................................... STATE. ...'l'exa.s ............................................................................................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES.J.~l.7.... l.5. ...:\•.... J.uly.....21• ....1.~.5.2................ .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of hil'ds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .....J.µ _
lY, ....l.5. •.....li.P-.2............................................... .
N b ata ia Ti•i•ityGaseline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date....~J~.br.... l.9.•.....l.~.0.2.............................................
/
CeUJlted you~•:,r;...:w~i
h ~tila.s~~~~~~!At Tents. •abets ig~. Caspian S09. Egrets. sae-wy 27. Reddish il.
AT oets 2.
ughillg Gulls (est '°00.
··
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date ... ~~.lY. ..l .1.•....l~.Q~................................................ .

2 boats passed el ose did n t stop.
Gasolin~

S gals. Oil l qt.

Date .......~.~JY....l.~ ........l.~.~.?............................................. .

Ne beats in Ticinity.
Gaseline 4 galw. Oil 1 Qt.

Date ....~':1.~1. ....!.~.1. . . J.~?..~.~... . ........................ . ... .........

N boats in Ti•i•ity.
Gasoli•e 4 gals. Oil I qt.

Date.~~.l.Y.: ....gJ.......l.~§.~ ...................................................
N patrol.

( Use qclditlonal

1~et

to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ... S.outh. ..Bir.d ...l .sl.and•.Lagl.ma .. Mad.r..!'-...............STATE. ....'.l,'.~.~M ........................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES .J .u .ly.... 2.2....t9.....J..'Jl.Y..... 2.f.•..... l~.!?.?................. .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent pat.rolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birch observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

i•

Du te ... J.uly. ... .22., .....1.9.5.2........................................... .

o boats
~asoline

Titi ity
• gals. Oil 1 Qt.

Date .. J.u ly....2.:5., .....19.5.2................................................ .

N boats in Tioinity
Gasoline ~ gals. Oil l qt.

Date ....J:uly.... 2! •.... 1.~.5.2.................................................

Wo boats in Tioinity
Gasoli e ~ gals. Oil l qt.

Date....J.:uly:.... 2.5.•....19..5.2................................................

One small boat passed did not stop.
Gasoli ne 3 gals. oil 1 qt.

Date....J:ul.y....2.6. • ....19..5.2................................................ .

No boats in Tioinity
Gasoline ~ gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date... J..-Y.l y.... 2.1•.... .19.5.2 ............................................... .

:5 boats in Ti ini t-y none stopped.
Gasoline ~ gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.......J:ul7....2.8_..... l~.52..............................................

No patr 1.

.....................................................................................................

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .~ 9..Wtb....B..i .r d....I.e.l.udn....L.1.guna...l1a.dr.tL . .......STATE..1".exa.11 .........................................................................:..................
INCLUSIVE DATES...J.:µ;J.y ....2.~ ....t.t....J..Y.l.Y. ....~l., .....l .i .5.2................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or· taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of binh observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date....J.~ly.... 2i •....l.9..5.2................................................ .
No boats in Tieinity

Gaa line • gals. Oil 1 Qt.

Datc...~µ.lY ....!5.0.-..... l .~?..2. .................................................
Bo boats in Ti oinity

Gasoline • gals. Oil 1 Qt.

Date ....J.~ly.... ~l,.....l.i 6.2.................................................

Three oolonies ot white pelicans numbering 86 young left on the i sland, other birds on
wing., the young whites
ld enuft to swim out from the Ialand and I doubt it they will
be disturbed. Wi
icn t
t th
nth.
Gasoline 6 gals. Oil 1 qt.

FIN.AL REPORT

Date .................................................................................................. .

Date...................................................................................................

Date...................................................................................._.,...........

Date...................................................................................................

(Use aclditional sheet to a.void crowding)

r/
WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM
./ NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ...S.2W!:!.h....l:!.tr..4....I.~l~q_._~gll.;t~ . ¥~g.r.:~ .............. STATE. ..':1'.~J.C.e..:.~... .......... ............................... ..... ............................. ............ ..
INCLUSIVE DATES ..Ap.rll.... J ....t..9.... AP:r.~l ... .7. ...... 1!1..Q.3..................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ... Ap.r.il ....1., .... .1.9.5.3..................... ........................... .

White pelioans, 1056 . Reddish Egrets, 173. Snowy Egrets. 27 • .American Egrets. 3.
Ward's Herons, 72. Louisa.na Herons, 2.
The White Pelicans started gathering on the island the first part of March. There are
l}Q.-.. .a.a.~t:.,.JJ~~~ent, and the gulls are just milling around. There are a few terns
on the fil at the mouth of Baffina Bay.
Gasoline 12 gals. Oil 3 qts . ( inol udee previous t r ips
s
'

~

Date .Ap.r ll ....2.-.....l~H?.3. ................... ..... ........................ .

No boats in immediate vicinity .
Gasoline 4 gals . Oil 1 qt .

Date......Ap.r.i.1 . ..3., ....1 9.5.3............................................ .

No boats in immediate vi cinity.
Gasoline 6 gals . Oil 1 qt.

Date .......... A.pr.il...4,. ....1.9.53......................................... .

Several boats approached island, veered off, and continued down the intracoastal oanal.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt .

Date.......Ap.r.i.l ....5., .... .19.5.3 ............................................ .

High winds and rain, no boats in the immediate vicinity.
@asoline 4 gal s . Oil 1 qt .

e.,. . .l.lt..5.3..............................................

Date...... Ap.r..i l.....

No patrol .

Date...... April. ....1,. ....1.9.ss.............................................

No boats in immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals . Oil 1 qt .

(UH iulditional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .... South....B.ir.d ... I.sl.and, .....Laguna ...
INCLUSIVE DATES.......A:pr.il .....8.... to....Ap.r.il ....1.4., ....19.5.3. ........
NOTE:

a.dr.e..........STATE..... ['.exas ··························· ························································ ··

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

e. •... . l..~Q..~.................................................

Date ... Apr.U .....

No boats i n t he immedi at ely vicini t y.
4 gals gas. l qt oil.

Date ....Ar;.r..i.l ... ~.•..... l.~.9.3................................................. .

Three boats approached the island but turned back on seeing th
5 gals gas.

sign.

Date... .A.p.r.i.l ....l.O •..... l.9..5..3.•..........................................

High winds no boats in immediate vicinity.
4 gals gas. l qt oil .

Date .. Ap.r.il ... .ll ...19..5.3................................................ .

Gales from th~ South, no boats in th vicinitj
3 gals gas.

Date ... AP.r..t t...J.g,. . ... !~.Q.~ .•...........................................
Winds from the North 65 miles per

on

t~

Laguna.

hour in the AM, decreasing to 35 in the PM. No boats

NO PATROL.

Date...Apr..il. ... l.3.•.....1.9.5.3..•......~ .................................. .

No damage to the nesting birds visible from th& high water and wind.
4 gals gas. 1 qt oil.

Date.. A.P.:r..!J..... .!.~.1 . ...!.~§.9..!!...........................................

Cabbota and Caspian terns locating nesting places on the
south end and east shore of the island, will count when they
beoome settled.
.
~ ~
4 gals gas. 1 qt oil
J; ~ qj
(V se adclitional aheet to avoid crowding)
/

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) S.Q:Ut.b....B.i r.d.... J;.d.~ :n~l, ....L.f.gµ~'-...M~4r.~ ..............STATE. .....'r. ~~.~ ................... ~ ............................. ..................................... .
I N CLUSIVE DATES ...... Ap.r.il ....15....to ... Apr.11...2.1., .... 1.9.5.3.....
N OTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and miuutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or takeu aboard ; numbers and uames of boats met with; names of persous met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ... April ... 15., ....1 .95.3......................................... ....

No boats in immediate vioinity.
4 gals gas . 1 qt oil .

Dale.. Ap.r.i.l ...1.6 ......19.5.3..-......................................... .

Numerous boats, none approached thet island .
4 gals gas . 1 qt oil.

Date...Apr.il.... 17.., .....19.5.3. ........................................... ..

No boats in immediate! vicinity
4 gals gas . 1 qt oil.

Date... AP.r.U .... l.~....... .l.~P..3. .............................................

Strong southerly w~nds no boats out .
4 gals gaa . 1 qt oil

Date .. Ap.r.il....19., ....1 9.5.3 ............................................

Strong squall• from the north, winds 60 to 60 MPH. No boats out .

NO PATROL

Date ......Ap.r.il .... 2.0,. ....1.9.5.5..........................._........... ..
Temperature 42 1 squalls and oold

colonies .
4 gas. 1 qt oil .

weather did not s eem t o have effeot d the nest ing

Date......AP..r.i..t. ....2.l....... l.~.Q.~...........................................

No bOats in immediate vi oinitf
4 gals gas. 1 qt oi l.

(Use

additional sheet to civoid crowding)

Ej

Z:"'1Jgn or initial here:

. . . . . .~.. . . ..~. . q. ~h. . . . . . . . . .

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

/' NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area ) ...~Q.µ~.h.... ~J.r.1.... ~.:>. 1.~.~4.~ .... J. .~~:rl,~... .M.~.~r.4'. ............ STATE ......~~.~~.13. ........................................................................................ .
I NCLUSIVE DATES........ Ap.r.il....2.2....t.o. ... Apr.il. ....28.•.....1.9.5.3....
N OTE:

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s aud names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

...?..2..,. .....l.~.P..3.......................... .....................
Re•ount of white pelioans, 1237. Caspian terns Bl . Cabbots tern 78 .
Noboats in vicinity.
Gasoli ne 5 gals . Oil 1 qt.

Date .. 4.P.r .-i.l

Date ..4.P.r..1..l .... ?.., •..... l!?..Q.~....................................... ....... .

Numerous boats on intracoa sta.l, none approaohed isla.nd.
Gasoline 4 gala . Oil 1 qt .

Da te .. Ap.r .i .l. ... 2.4.,. .... .19.6.3. ............................................. .

No boats in vioinity.
Gasoline 3 gals .

Date ....P.r.Jl.....?.§.-..... l.~.9..3.............................................. .

Numerous boats, non e approaohed island .
Gasoline 4 gals . oil 1 qt . ·

Date .Ap.r.il. ... 26.,. .....19.5.3............................................. .

NO PATROL

Date.AP..r..~l. ....2.1..•.... J.~.§.3..~ ............................................

No boats in vicinity.
gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt .

Date.A»..r .i.l.....2.e.•.....l.~.6.3..w ............................................

No boats in vio inity.
Gasoline 4 gals . Oil 1 qt.

(U1e additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area)So.u .t h .... Bi.r.d ... Is.la..rd......La.guna ...hd.r.e............... STATE .... T.axas............................................................................................ .
INCLUSIVE DATESAp.r.il ....29....to... .M8!····5., ....19.5.3. .................... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. M:eution any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.Ap.r .11 ....2.9., .....1.9.5.3................................................

No boats approached the island.
5 gals gasoline. l qt oil

Date.Ap.r.i l ....3.0,, .... .1.9.5.3...............................................

in immediate vicinity
l.:iasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

~o b o at ~

Date..¥.~Y: ....1,......1.9..P..3. ........................................................ .

No boats approached the island.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.:t-i.~Y......?.-.....}.~§.~... !..................................................... .
16 boats in th& vioinity of the island, none approached.

Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.l.:f~Y.....~.1. .. .. J.9..§..~ ... ......... .............................. ..............

51 boats in the vicinity of the island, 7 approached but turned back.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

Date¥.~Y.....~.1. .... l9..?..~ ...................... . . . ................-... . . . ....

boats on the immediate vicinity
1.tasoline 4 g1> ls. oil 2 qts.

No

Date~~¥.....?..!. . .!.~.?..~. .. .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . ... . . . . ...........
NO PATROL

( Uie additlonal 1heet to at1oid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ... S.o uth... Bir.d... I.alan.d , .... Laguna. .lladre ........ .STATE... Texas. ...................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES.ll.a.y.... 0. ....t.o... llay ....l.2 .. ... l~.5.3........................... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or n esting
concentrations.

Da te ..M~Y..... §.......l..~.9..~........................................................

9 boats in the vicinity. none approachad the island.

Gasoline 5 gals . 1 qt oil.

Date.. M.e.y: ....7,. .... 1.9.5.3.,.................................................. .

No boats in the vioinity.
Gasolim 4 gals., Oil l qt.

Date .. May....8., .... 19.5.3 .................................................... .

L2 boats in vioinity, none attemptea lAnding

Gasoline 4 gals. Oil l qt.

oauae-..ay, had not seen before.
from island.

Da te .. M•Y.... .10. •... J ..~.~-~---··················································

2 , igeons of dull gray color landed on island. in flight looked lighter on underparts.
When
at'tempted to get close enuff for study th~ took to flight. going north.
No boats in the viciniw.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

DateJ!MY,....11,.... 19.5.3 ................................................... ..

NO PATROL.

Date .. May....12,....19.5.3 .....................................................

No boats in the immediate vicinity .
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

(Use additional sheet to a.void crowding)

WARDEN 'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .....So.u th .. .13.ird ...Is.l'.a.n.d, .....L.t.&®"-'... .M~.4.r..~ .........STATE ......!.~:it.~......................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES ... M~Y. .. J.~1....J.~.~.~.... :ti.<>. ... .¥8.:Y ....!.~,, .... !.~ .~.~.
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.....M.IP.Y. ....l ..~, ..... l.~P.3................................................... .

No boats in the immediate vioinity
4 gals ge soline, 1 qt oil.

Date .... Mf.Y.... 14 •.....l.~. P..~.................................................. .

No bo at s in t he immediate vio i nity
Gasoline 4 gals.

Date ..... M~Y ... J.~........l~.~.~.................................................. .

2 boats i n the vioiniw, did not approa ch island .

Ga soline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..... May.... l.ti.., .... 19.5..3................................................. .

Made Tern oount. Cabbots 138, Caspian8 125, There are scattered avooets on the
spoil banks that have vegetation, I .lw.ve counted 31.
Gas~lin~ 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.....May.... l.1.,.... .l.9..5..3. ............... ...................................

High north winds, no boats in
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

th~

vicinity.

Date.... Mq.....18..,.... .1.9.0.3...................................................

NO PATROL

Date.....Mq....19., .... .1.9.5.3...................................................

No boats in the immedia te vioinitt;
Gasoline 4 gals . Oil l qt.

( U1e additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ...So.~t.h .. B.ir.d.

.I..el-..nd,......LJ.gµA~ .. M.a.4..:r.~ ....... . STATE... '.r..!~ll:.J ...................................... ....................................................

INCLUSIVE DATES ¥.'-'Y. ...?..9 ....~9.... ~~Y. ...?..ti.,......~.~.~ .~..... ....................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kind s of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ..May.... 2.0 ......1.9.5.3.................................................. .

No boats in the vicinity.
Gaso line 4 gals . Oil lqt.

Date .... MaY-.... 2.l, ..... l.9..l?.3................................................... .

4 boats in the vioinity, none approaohed island.
Ga1oline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date....Ma.v..... 2.2.•.... l.9.5..3. .................................................. .

No boats in tl-e vioinity.
Gasoline 5 gal8. Oil 1 qt.

Date....M...Y. ....?..~.1 .....l.~ .9.~....................................................

9 boats in the vioinity, none approaolwd.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt .

Da te.......M~ ..... ?.i:,..... l.9..5.3.................................................
37 boats in th~ vioinity of th

Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

island, none oloser than 200 yds as they run aground.

Date ......M
...Y....?..f>.1..... +..~.9.~..................................................

No boats in th• vioinity .l'erna now on th1t· island, Cabbots 205. Cupian 550.
Laughing gulls 2200 {rough oount). ROseate spoonbills, 2 to 15 eaoh day,transienta.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil l qt.

D a te ......... ¥.....V..... g.9..,.... .l.~.P..~......................... ..................... .

NO PATROL

(Use additioncil sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S· WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .S.o uth .. .Bir.d ....Iu.lnd. ... La.guna.. .Madr..e. ............ STATE. ..... T.~xu .................. . . ................................................................ ..
INCLUSIVE DATES...Mq.....2.1 . .... 19.5.3 ....to....J.u n•....~.....1.9.6.3 ....
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ....M.!1.-Y. ...?.7.. ....l.~. i?.~ .................. ....... .................. ...........

No bo s."CI in t h e immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 3 gala.

D a te ....~-.y ....f. ~.• .... l .9. .P..3.................................................. .

2 boats in the vicinity. none approached
Gasoline 4 gals, Oi l 1 qt.

Date....Mq..... 2.9.,..... 1.9..53....................................................

:V.,. 21 boats, none approa ched.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

D a te ....¥.t.Y: ....3.0., ....1.9..6.3.................................................. ..
67 boats. none approached.

Gasoline 4 gals. Oil l qt.

Da te ... .May. ....31,.....1.95.3................................................... .

14 boats, none approached.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date...J.\m.•.... 1.,..... 1.9..5.3.................................................... .

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 6 gals, oil 1 qt.

Date... J..l Ul.t .....2., .....1.9..5.3 ................................................... ..

NO P.lTROL

( V se adclitional sheet to avoid crowryng)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .So.uth. ...B:i.r.J....I .s.l.an.d.• ....L.ag.v.nP..... .M.t.dr.. .............STATE. .......T.~.xu. ... ................................... ..................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ........ J.uly. ...1 •.....19..5.3.a.. R2.... ~.1:1JY. ... .?..L. .~.~53
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of bird3 observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..J.µ,ly .... l .•.... .19.. 5.3..~ ..................................... ............. .

NO PATROL.

Date.July. ....2,. ....195.3..................................................... .

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Ga•olin 3 gals .

Datc ..~~.~Y. .... ~.1..... J.fl..l?..~ ......................................................

l boat in t.t. vicinity, did not approach.

Gasolins 4 gals . Oil l qt .

Date.....~.~J.Y.. .. J ........ l~.~.~.~ ........ .... ................................... .

Numerous boata up end down chann l,(Tex Outboard race1) none approached island.
2 coloni•• of young white p•lioan1 have matured and left the island.
5 gala gasolim • 1 qt oil .

D ate .....July.....5.•.....19..5.3...................................................

No boats in t he immediate vicinity.
Ga•oline 4 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.... J..g.l:v.: ....g.......l~.§.3.~.................................. -............ .

NO PATROL

Date.....J.Ul¥.....'.7.......l.9.5.3...................-.....................-.-····

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 ~ala. Oil 1 qt.

~ U•e

additional 1heet to avoUl crowdln;)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) S.o.uth ....Bi.r..d... l.s.l.t...nd.,. .... Lag:Y.n.t....¥..-.d.r.•.............. STATE. ...'.f.... ~....~........................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES ......J:uly....l .... t .o....July.... l.4,,. ....19..5..3. ................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate numbers and kinds of bird!! observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

D ate ...Ju.ly..... 8 •.....1.9.5.3.................................................... .

No boat s i the i mmediate vioinity.
4 gal a gaa . 1 qt oil .

Date ...J:v..ly.... 9..•.....1.95.3.................................................... .
No boata in tbJ· immediat e vicinity.

Gasoline 4 gala . Oil 1 qt .

Date ...J .u ly.....1 0...... 19.5.3................................................ .

ta vioinity, did not approaoh.
Gasoline 4 gal • Oil l qt .

1 bo at in

Date ...!l..~J.Y.... lh ....l.9..9..3. .................................................

No boata in th ~ vioinity .
Gaaoline 4 gala . Oil 1 qt .

Date...J:v..ly... .1.2.......19..5.3..................................................

No boa.ta in th·e vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gal s . Oil l qt.

Date..J.:v..b: . ..l .3.,. ....19..5..3...................................................

No boats in th• vicinity . Red salty water from Baf'f'in' 1 bay has flowed put tlw island
north to the caus eway killing aome fish and forcing t he remainder into Corpua Bay, oon••quently al l boata
f'iahing north of' the cauat'l'Way. The odor keepa the pl eaaure
r idera north of here .
Gaaoline 4 gala. Oil l qt.

•r•

Date..July..... l.4~..-19.5.3........... _ ............................. __,

NO PATROL

~U1e

additional sheet to avoUl crowdlng)

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) So:u.t h ... Bir..d ... I.1.bnd,,. ....Lt..g))..Ut....MJ.,Qr!........... .STATE. ........'.l'..~.:ii;~ -~---···· ·· ···· · .. .
INCLUSIVE DATES ..J.uly.....15....t .a ....July.... 21 • ....19..5..3 ............... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent palrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date...J.u ly....15., .... .19.6.3. ............................................... .

No boata in the immediate vicinity.
Gaaoline 4 ga•a. Oil 1 qt.

Date ...July. ..16• ....19.5.3. ................................................ .

No boata i the immedi~t• vicinity.
Gaaoline 4 gal•• Oil 1 qt.

Date...J.u ly... 17.•....19.6.3. .................................................

No boat1 in th• immediate vicinity.
Ga1oli • 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date....J.~lY.... ll3..-.... .l.~.!5..~ ................................................ .

No boat• in the vicinity.
Guolin• 4 gals.

Date ....J.~lY....l.~,. .....l.~.Q~ .................................................

No boat1 i the vicinity.
Ga1olin• 4 gal1. Oil 1 qt

Date..~.~!.7.. ....?.9,. . ..l~.!3..'.3- . ..... ................ .......................... .

2 boats in the vicinity. none approached.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date ..... J.uly: ....21» ....l.95.3. ..............................................

No boat1 i the vicinity.
Ga aoline 4 g•l1. Oil 1 qt.

( Vse additional sheet to avoid erowclina l

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.

~a

JB."-ilS,.I.i.~ :Llf. ~M. . llt,.dr.t................STATE.......T.~.~'-'.f. ........................................................................................

SANCTUARY (or general rea
.
...
INCLUSIVE DATES.... J.uly.: ... 2.~... 19.53......o....J.ul.Y.....'2.a •.1.9.5.3
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchasetl or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wilcllife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feecling or nesting
concentrations.

Date.J:u.ly: .... 22.,. .... 19..5 3 . ............................................ .

NO P TROL

Date. ~J~.lY: ....2..3.......l.~.Q.3. ................................................. .
No boats in th• vicinity
Gaaoli • 4 gala. Oil l qt.

Date.July.,...24.,. ....1.9.5.3.................................................. .
No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 g~la. Oil l qt.

Date.J..µ.J.y.....2t?.,.....l..~t?.3.................................................. .
No boats in the vioi ity.
Gaaoline 4 gala. Oil l qt.

Date.J..M.lY..... .2§., .....l.9..Q.3.................................................. .
No boats in th• Ticinity.
Gasoline 4 g~l• . Oil l qt.

Date~.~lY.: ....?.7........ l~§.3..11 .................................................

No boat1 i•the vioi•ity.
Gaaoli•• 3 gala.

DateJ:u.ly:....2.8......l~.fi.3....................................................

No boata in the vicinity.
Gaaoli•• 4 gal1. Oil l qt.

{V1e culclitional 1heet to avoi.d crowdins)

.-.RDENS WEEKLY REPORT

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

SANCTUARY South Bird Iala.nd.

STATE Texa1

INCLUSIVE OATES• July 29, 1953 to July 31• 1953.

July 29, 1953.
No boat1 i• the imediate vicinity
Ga1olin• 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.
July 30, 1953
No boat• in tht imediate vicinity.
Ga1oli:n• 4 g•l1.

July 31, 1953
Two colo•i•• of white peliov.11, 500 laughing gull1, and a few wards herORI are
the remai•ing bird1 on th• ialand.
Gaaolin• 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

FINAL REPORT

•

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) . ..o.....Ili.r.d....I.$1.m:l.-.....N~. e.Q. .e.~ .... 09\!J.'.!.:ty.... ............... STATE.. .......'.r..~~"~···· · ······ ·· ··· ········· ....... .................................................. .

INCLUSIVE DATES ......4P..r.i.l ....l.... :tg.... AP.r..~l.....7.•..... l..~.l?.~.... .........
NOTE:

'

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats m et with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ~ estimate numbers and kinds of birrls observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

D a te...Ap.r.i.l. ...l., .....1\:.1.6.4........................... ......................

Birds on t he island nesting, White Pelioa.ns, 9251 Reddish egrets 70: Snowy egret s 65s
•ard ' s herons 95 : Louisanna heroens , 5.

Dat e...... Apri.1 ....2 ...... 19.54 •...........................................

Several boats inmthe vicinity, none approached thS island .

Date ........ Ap.r.il ....3._ .....19.5.4 .•......................................

No boats in the near vicinity.

Date ...........A.pr.11 ....4 ......19.5.4.•......................................

Three boats with fishing parties appr6ached and veered off.

Date.............. A.pr.il ....5,. ....19.54 .................................... .

No boats in the izmnediate vicinity.

D ate ................. Apr.il.....6.,. ....1.9.5:4. ................................. .

No boats on the immediate vicinity .

D ate.....................Ap.r.U .....7.,.....l.~.Qf.t............................."

Three boats in t he near vi oinity, none approached
the island .

~Vie

additional 1heet to tivoid crowdlng)

WARDEN'S, WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gener al area ) ....~.9......:e.~r..c:L.l.~.l..~:g,d . .... Nµ.e.Q.~.fL ..Co.unty..................STATE .......T.exe.s....................................................................................... .
I NCLUSIVE DATES..AP..T..i..l .... 6..... t.o. . ..ilpr.11 ...14,. ....1954.......... ..
N OTE:

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of b irds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Da te....P.:r.J.J ... ~....... l~.9.4;........................................... ...... .

Drove to Port .lra.nsas. Met Mr Johns. then to Lydia Ann Island.

Date.... 4p.r.~.l ...~J. .....l. ~.P..4 .............................................. .

No boats in the immediate vioinity.

n.. . . .l~.9.9;.........................................

Date .......~.P.r.~.~.....

Twenty seven boats passed olose to the island, some slowed down. none attempted
to land

Date ......... , pr.il...12.,,....19.51. ......................................
No Patrol .

Date........~.P..r..H .... l.~.....J.~.!?.~.............. ......................... .

No

boat~

in the inunediate vicinity.

Date.......!P.!..g. . .!.~...... .J.~§.~.........................................

No boats in the i mmediate vicinity.

~Use

additional •heet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'~

WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or gen eral area ) ~.9. ....:13.~.I.'.4...J~.~.~.4.•..... N"\:l.~<l..t'..~.....9.<:>.l.ll.1:~Y......................STATE ......~.~.~.~........................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES...... P.r.ll ....l9. ....~9....... .P.r..H.....?.J,A .....l9..§.1.....
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or t aken aboard ; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention an y unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

D ate ... Ap.r.il ....15......19.5.4 ............................................ .

White pelicans: 1400: Re dish egrets 125 : Snowy egret s 90: Wardts herons 125:
Louisanna herons 7: Cabbot's Terns, 17. Laughing gulls , 400 .
No boats approached the island .

Datc...... Apr.il.....16., .... l.954..........................................

Two boa.ts in th-e vicinity, none f4pproached the island.

Date ...... Apr.il ...11.., .....1.9.5.4. ........................................ .

Seven boats in t he vicinity.

Date ...... AP...:r.i.l ....l.B.-.....l .9..e?.4..........................................
Thre ~

boats

~n

the vicinity, none approached

t~

island.

Date......Ap.r.i.l ... .1.9 •....19.5.4...........................................

Nv PATROL

Date.... Ap.r.il.2.0_. ....1.9.5.4 ...............................................

o boa.ts i n th!I vicinity.

Date.....!.P..r.1J....gl .....J.§l.:?.i...........................................

Two boats in t he vicinity, none approached the island.

(Use additional 1heet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) So.....B.ir..d....ls.l.~...d . ... Nu.e.c.e.s .... Co.unty....................... STATE ....T.e xas ................................................................. ........................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES .. lp.ril .... 2.2 ....t o. ... Ap.riL.2Jr....1 9.54 . ......
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kind s of hirds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..AP.r.t.l ....?.?.,, .....:i..~. 9..1; ............................................. .

.

No boats in the Yio1nity.

Date ..4Pr.~.l ....?.~t ..... l..?..~.i.....................

0

.'

. .................... .

Four boats 1• t he vio1.Ja1t7,, none approach ed. thtt ialUld.

Da te.Ap r.U .....?.i

......l .9.04...................... ............ ....... ..... .

.Sne• boat1 ia tb9 Yiouit,. aoae approached the illuci.

Date.AP.r..U ____ g_~. ....1$..5..4 ...............................................

Tweat, ••Y.. boat1 iJa the rioiait,, tiYe approaohed the hluci uci Yeered ott.

Date.&p.:r.1l ... 2.6,. ....l95f................................................

Bo boat1 1a the hnediate Yi oi aity.

..

Dat~P.~.!.~ .. --~.! J.~~.....................................................

10

Pll'ROL~

Datalpr.U....28.. ....19.&f..................................................
Bo boata 1a the 1-ediate rioiaity.

,

(Use additional !heet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
-i-ooo-

Fifth A:venne,

New ..York, N.

Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area) ... S.o....B.ird ...lllu.d,.... haa.e a ... C.owa.t,y................... STATE. ....T~.X.1..ll ...........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ...lp.r.1.l ... .i .9. ...t.9.....¥.q..... ~•.... l~.P.4 ....................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.. Ap.r.11. ...2.9•....19.5.4.............................................

Bo b8at1 1• the 1-ediate Tioility.

ao,. . .19.6"-.............................................
Four boat1 i• the Tioaity, -.oae approaohed ti91 illud.

Da tc .. .A.pril ....

Date...~....l .......1$..64 ...................................................... .

White pelio ..1 1400, •eddi1h egritte 125• Saowy egret• 116, Ward'• heroa1 125.
Loui1a:nna hero•• 7, Oabbota teraa 200, Royal ten.a, 350, .lTooete 4, Laughug
gulls 1500.
TwelTe boat• i• the Tioillity, 9.0Ae approached.

Date...Kq.... 2., ....19.5.4 ....................................................... .

l i ne boata 1• the Tioilit7, aone approaohed.

Date... ¥.U'.... ~....1.$.§.. ........................................................... .

BO PUROL

Date..Jlq............19.64.........................................................

Io boat1

a

the Tioi•it7.

Date.. )(q.....&., ....19.5 .i ...................................................... ..

ho boata in the vioiD.it7, 110ae approached the 111 ..d.

Each warden sign or initial here:

.. /.. .~.~-. tf~.~. . . .... . . . . . ... .
I
...... . . .. . . . .......... ....... u . . .. . ..... . ..... . ..................... . .. ... .. . . ...... ....... . .... .. . .

( U$e additional ;heet to avoid cro-wding)

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
-· 1000 Fifth Avenue,

New

York, N . Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area) ..80... .Bir.d....Ial.dd. .....lue.ae.1 ....Co.uatT. ................... STATE. .. ?.e.DI..............................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ... llq..... 6.. ..t.a ... Jlq....12., .... .19.54.........................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.Mq. .. 6,. .... 19.54 ........................................................ .

Two boate i• the 'rloia1ty.
Ob•et"Yed tirat white pelioan 70\Ulg.
White peliou oolo9Y', ( •1 ae.t1) oa extr•e 1outher:a tip of isla•d, has bee•
abandoned, moTiag to oeater ot islt:ad. This wa• site ot oripal ool09Y'•

D a te.MU.... 'J..-.....1.i.5.•..........................................................
FiTe boats in the Tioiaity, JlOlle approaohed.
ObaeM'ed 1oae 600 white ibis migratiag orth.

a...... .l.Q.~*-··································· ....................

Date.¥'-.Y ....

SeYea boats ia the Tioiait;y, •on.e approaohed.

Date.Jlq....9.,..... l9M ........................................................ .

TwelTe boats ill the Tioiaity, •o•e approached.

Date.M.q..... l0•.....19.5j..................................................... .

Two boats 1a the Tioi•ity, o•e approached but Teered

ott.

Date)(q.... 11.,.....19.6.,..................................................... ..

Iaoreaee in terna, Cabot'• tera1 S20, Royal terna 550, Porster's terns 27.
Jro boats i the Tio1n1ty.

Date1laJF: ... 12.,.....li5.•.......................................................

JO PATROL

~Use

additional sheet to avoid crowdlng)

WARDEN 'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .... .SO.... Bird ... laland,.....lu.•.aea.....Count, ................ STATE ......Texaa......................................................................................... ..
INCLUSIVE DATES .. llq....13 ... ta ....... ll.q.....19. .... .19.64:.................. .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

DatelQ'. ....l .S,. ...1.9..5.•........................................... ............ .

Wo boat• in the T1oin1ty, due to high winda

Datdlay. ... 1......1.9.5 4 ....................................................... .

T1ft» boats in the Tioinity •

..
Datdlq. ... 15....19.M .......................................................... .

Snen boat• in the 1-ediate Tioinit7, none approached.

Datdlq....1t. ....

i.eu ........................................................

Twenty one boata in the T1oin1ty, none approached the ill and.

•o

Dat«Mq....17......1.95. ........................................................ .

boat 1 in the Ulile41ate Ti oinity.

Date.Mu....1.8.. ....19.K

lo PATROL

.................................................... ..

Date.llq,....1.9.. ....19.&:i......................................................

One boat in the Tioin1ty.

(Use additional •h~et

to avoid crowJlhg)

WARDEN'~

WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, N ew York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY {or general area) .... So....Bird ... l.11.111.d, .... heoes .. Coun.ty................... STATE. ........T.exaa ........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATESJl.~ ... ?.9.... ~.~ ....~ ... .?~.1 .....:L..~~..................... ..
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling·; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date . .M.11,:....2.0. .....19.M............................

ho boat1 in the rioinity.

Date ...Mq..... 21. .... 19.M .................................................. ..

t'hr" boat• in the rioinitr. none approaohed.

Date ... )(q ... 22 . .....196.4................................................... .

PiTe boats in the Tioinity, none approaohed.

Date... llq. ...2.3.

....19.6. ....................................................
helTe boats in the Y1o1Dtty, two approached but Yeered ott on seeing lign.

Date ... Jlq..... 2.t . ....19.K.................................................. ..

BO PATROL

Date......11q,....2.6.. .... l9.6i ................................ "...............

lo boat• in the T1o1n1ty •

.Date......l.1¥.....2.t.•....19.64.................................................
One boat in the Tioinity.

(Use additiornzl sheet to tz.void crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ...So.... .Bi.rd.....l .1.l aAd, .... J.µ.~~.!.~.... 9.9..~~Y.................... STATE. ... ~.~·····························································································
INCLUSIVE DATES.¥..g ,: ... ?.I ...~9. .....J~ ....J.i . .J.~.M"'.................... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happening ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date. Jlq.... 21•.....19.0. .................................................. .

1fo boats in the i.m:mediate Tioinil)r

Date .)(q.....28,....1.9.64.................................................... .

Three boats in the Tioinity. none approaohed the i1land

Date .. Mq ... 29• ... 1954.................................................... .

Thirteen boat a in the yioinity • none approaohed.

Date ...... M~....~Q • .... l.~.~··················································

TwelYe boats in the Tioinit7, three approaohed but Teered ott.

Date...... ¥.u....~.1 •....19.f f ........................... .................. ... .

Forty two boats paaaed in the Tioin1t7, none approached the island.

Date..... J.wm...l •....19.M..................................................

Kr & llre Allan Cruikshank aoooapanied •• to the island, spent the day
photographing the bird1.
eo-eroial fishing boat anci'lored about 1000 teet notJth ot illan.t.

Date.........J.u e....2......19..&.t............................................. ..

Two boat& in the TioWt7• eo-eroial boat gone, no dgn

ot landing.

(Use additional sheet to a.void crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ...8o ....l.~r.d ...l .e l.u!L .... IK•.o •.1. . 0o.mat7................. STATE. ...1'.•:u.t.................................. .......................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES ..J.un• .... 3....:t.o....J..ue....9.., .....19.H ....................... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or ta.ken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date...J.~e....

s•.. .19.M .....................................................

•o PilllOL

Date.. J.UD8....• ,..... 19.&'-.......................... ...........................

lo boat. in the TI.oinity.

Date.. Jvn.e ....6, ....19.&i................................................... .

Thr•e boat1 in the Tloinity.

Date.. ~~.t. ..Jh.....1.9.K ..................................................... .

John B Bak•r, lational Audubon Sooiety, inepeotion trip.
lo boat1 in the Tioinit,..
.....

Date..J.v.ne....1• ....19.H......................................................

10 PATROL

DateJ.U.• ....8• ....19.6'...................................................... .
lo boat1 in the bllecliate TI.oinity.

Date.1.llD.a....9,. ....19M....................................................._
Two boat• in the TI.oinity, none approach eel.

( U1e additional 1heet to avoid crowdlta.g)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
- - 1000- Fifth Aveline,

~New

York, N. Y.

SANCTUARY (or general area) So.... lid ... l1lan.d,.... Iuea.e a ....CO:unty: .....................STATE .....1'.ezu......................................................................................... ..
INCLUSIVE DATES...tla•....10....to.... JUJl•.... 16. .... .1.96., ................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date... ~.~~.... .l.Q. .....l.~M.... ... . ...... ................... ............ .. .

lo boat. in the Tioinity.

Date...'1~t. ....ll• ....19..6 i .................................................

PiTe 1ooty terns. two ne1ting 011 northen end ot bland.
•o boata in the Tioinit,..

Date .. J.un.e... 12.,.....195'. ................................................ .

Three boata in the Tioiatv. none approacile~.

Date..Ja•....1.s. ....19.K..................................................

Two boats in the Tioinity.

Date.~.~.... l....... 19.64..................................................

•o boats in the

noWv

Dat~.~ ...1.6......li.K .................................................. ..

IO PATROL

Date...JDaa...ie.. .... l~ .......................;.........................

Wo boats ,in the Tioinity.

(Use additionul sheet to avoid ctowding)

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .South. ...Bird... I•la-nd.. •ueo.e.a ....Co.unty..............STATE ...... !e.ua......................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES.J.u ne ...17.....to....June ...2.3... .1.95' ..................... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.....June... .1.7 • .... 19.6 4 ...............................................

Vo boats in. the imaedi ate Tio1n1ty.

Date ....J.~.D.~ ....l.~.•.....l.~.~i....... ............................. ......... .. .

Bo boat s i n the immediate Tioinity

Date.....~µ~'- ... l~.a .....l.~.~·················· .. ····························

PiTe boat1 in t he Tioinity of the itland, none approaohed.

Datc.....J.~nt.... 20,. ....19.6.4 .............................................. .

Three boats in the- Tioinity, none approached.

Date.....Ju.ne....21• ....19.5 4 ....'. ........................................ .

)Jo Patrol.

Date....J.~.....2.2...... l~.64- ............................................... .

No boat1 in the Tioinity

Date....J.~Xlt....2.~ ...... l.~.9.4.................................................

lfo boats in. the Tiointty ·

(Use additional aheet to avoid crowding)

Each war"n or · itial here:

. . !.. ?...:. . . ~~. . . . . . ,;. . . . . . . .. . . .... . . ..

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY

'

1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ...SQ.'Q:t.b. ...B.i .T.d ... ld.o d......1µ . .9..~.l.....C9.~~:tt ........ STATE ....'-'..~~.~ ........................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES.Jun.e ....24 ...:to.... Juna ... .30., ....19.54 ............... ..
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and Jcinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date......June.... 2........19.5• ............................................. .

Burrlaane warnings, no boats.

...

... -

Date......J.une.... 2.&,. .... l~.5.4 ............................................. .

8aall oratt warnings,

NO Patrol

Date......J.u ne ... 2.6,. .... .19.54..............................................

No boats in th8 'riain.ity.

Date......J.\U1.e.... 2.1........l~.5.4 ........................... -................ .

No boats in the Tioinity.

Date......'1~!.... g.$.,.... ..l.~.~i.......................................... .... .

10 boats in the Tioinity.

Date.....!l~!....g.~A ... J.?..§~ ...............................................

Io patrol

Date.....J..un~.....30. .... 1~.0.4 ...............................................

No boats in the Tioinit7

Each wa~d ign or initial here:

./~.

~

.....................................................................................................

~Use

additional sheet to avoid crowding)

I

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..South... Bird... l.ale.nd, .... liue.ae.a ....Caun.ty......... STATE .......T.exa.a ........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ....J.ul;y. ... l ... to.... J.u ly: ....7 ... 19.6.4 .........................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of person!! met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of hirrls observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Da te ..July ....1.•.....19.5.4.....................................................

No boats in the immediate vicinity.

Date.Jul;y ....2•....19.54 ..................................................... .

No boats. The tide ia extremely low, no boats osn run trom the intracoaste.l
to the island.

Date..Jul;v: ... 3.-.....1$.Q.• ......................................................

Same

Date. ~µ.lY ....*........l.~.P.• ......................................................

iame

Date.J.uly ....5 •.....19.5 "······················································

lame

Date....Jul,y....6., .....1.95.4....................................................

!lo patrol.

Dat~.uly.... 7., .....1956........................................................

lo boats in the vioinity.

•e additional sheet to avold crowdiJis)

~U

Each warden sign or initial here:

.. J.d...'..£~~. ... . . ~. ... . .:. . . . . .

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New -York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .So.u th ... Bird... l•land#···llu.• OH ....Co.u nty....... STATE ..T~.;JM...............................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ... J.ul¥-···.8 ....to....J .u l;r ... l:i•.....l .95.4.................. .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours aud minutes spent patrol.ling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

a.... .19.64............................................... .
lfo boat 1 in the immediati vicinity.

Date....... J.uly....

Date .......J .q _).Y,.... ~....... l~.Q.*................................................. .

lfo boat• in the vicinity.

Date.......July.Jt• ....19.5 4 ............................................... .

lo boats in th9 vicinity

l.-.. .. .l.~MI.........................................

Date ......!l.µ.l..Y ....

5o boats oloaet than the intracoaatal canal.

Date.......J.µ,ly .... l~ ....19..5.j ............................................ .

Sae aa above.

l.i.... .. l.~.§i...............................................

D ate.....Y.:9-.b:....

NO PATROL

D11-te.......J.."1Y.....l4.....l9.54.............................................

No boats in the> viainity.

( U1e additional 1heet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S· WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ... S.o:uth ....B.i r..d ...l.1l.and•...Nut.O..t1.... C.o.unty........ STATE. ....T.e.xe.1............................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES .....July. ... 15,.....1904 ....................................................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numhers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ...... J.Y.lY, ... 15.•..... 1.~~-*-''--······························ . ·········

Tide ren. ina extr. . ly low. no boa.ta oloaer than the intraooaatal oanal.
ill remove the signs trom the island the tirst part ot A~gust, and ste•e
until the tollowing aeaaon;
·'

During the f'iret part ot llarqh the white peli~cans were starting to make neata
and y the later part of' the month aoae 900 were on th e island. 11\ey continued
Date . .. to ... .ar.r.b :e...\Ul.til ... :th91 ... later.... part
w re obaeJTed llq 6~

ot April, when the count ra ohed 1400. The f'iret young

Wards Herons were nesting by the 15th ot Maroh.
Royal and oabbota t erns arrived bet.een May 1 and May 10th.
9ot.7 T ms June lat to June 6th. total ot 4 two neats. never
The re were
c ta nesting on
1 and
11 aeaaon.
o ae
the spoil ~&nlca between ohe.nnel markers 16 and 51., also a og¢J?.8,I _O
• .._.t ot. Sol,lth Bird Ialand.
The season was ideal as to oliaatio conditions, and t des were normal on the highs
but extremely low making tor exoellent tiahing conditions tor all water bird1.

Date ..... u_t}t. ... ou.n-g. o~ .. :Pa.d.~•· ·· 4-l~nd.. du

FllU.L REPORT

Date.................................................................................................. .

Date...................................................................................................

Date................................................................................................. ..

Date...................................................................................................

Each warden sign or initial here: .

JI t /,)_ . -Ak

............! .1.......l.. :.. ~~C..1 .......................... .. .

(Use additional

1hMt

to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fiftli Avenue, New York, N . Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) South.. B.i r.d .. I.sland, .Laguna. ...Ma.d:r.e.
INCLUSIVE DATES .....April .... l...t .o... &pril ....1•....l~.55 ............
NOTE:

....... STATE

..T.~~.s •.... (Klebe.rg

Ca.unty..). .......................

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any distm·bance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Datelpr.il. ....l

•.....1.9..5.5. ................................................... .
1
ite elioans are OJ1. t
Ward's heron 14, Reddisn egrets 29.
No boats in the immediate area.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 2 qts.

Datel.pr.11 ...2.•....19.65.................................................... .
Average of two day oount on white pelicans, adult birds 1700.( count ma.de between llsOOA M
and 2s00 PM ).
No boats in the immediate area
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Da t eAp.r .i .l .... 3..,....1.9.5.5 .................................................. .

No boats in the immediate area.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Datelpril ... 4., .....19.5.5..................................................
No boats in the immediate area.
Gasoline 4 gal~. Oil 1 qt.

Datelpril ....6.• ...l .9.5.6.................................................... .
No Boats, in the immediate area.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Dat~P.r.1..1 .... 9..•..... l..~9..~.................................. ... ................

No boats in the immediate area.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Datelp.ri.1.....7,..... l.9.5.S.....................................................
No Patrol. High Northerly winds, no fishing boats out.

(Use ad.ditional sheet to ttvoid crowding)

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) So.uth .. Bird. Ialand7 .... Laguna ..Madr.e ........... STATETen.1....Kl.eberg .. County ............... .
INCLUSIVE DATES .. .A ............ pr.il...14...to ...A.pril...14:. ....1956
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbei·s and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

DateA.prll .... 8 .•.... 19.6.6 .............................................. .

ao boats in the immediate Yioinitf
Ga1oline 5 galso Oil 1 qt.

Datelpr.i..l .. .J~, .....1.9.5.5. .................................. .

'J.'hree boats approaohed the island. ohanged course to t!re intraooa1tal oanal.
Gasoline 4 gale. 011 1 qt.

Date..A.pril ....10. ....1955.. .............................................
~~-·~o!.!la~
t~a~a§>,ro.ao~ed...,..Jii~~~...~

id not 1 ow own.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil lqt.

DateApr.U ... .l:l. ....1.9.5.5..................... ...........................

Mo boats in the immediate Tioinity
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Dat6'P:r..i.,l..... Jg~ .....l .9.?..(>.............................................. ..

O PATROL

Date.Apr.t.l.....1 .~, .....l .i.6.5............................................ ..

Gasoline 5 gals.

Date ~P.;r.U... ..l.~~ .....J..~.~HL ................ ...... .............. ..... . .

Bo boats in the immediate Tioinity
Gasoline 6 Gals. Oil 1 qt.

(Use additiomil sheet to hvoid crowding)

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .So.u th. ... Bir.d. laland. ....La.glna. :Vadr.e ...... . .STATE. ii.u ...,. ....Xleb•rg. Gountyi .................................. .
INCLUSIVE DATES..... ..lp.r.il ... .l.6 ....to.... April ...2.l• .... 19.50. .....
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .. .April ... 16.,.... 1955............................................. .

.8oate in tlw bmediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil l qt.

~o

Date..4P.T.~.l.. ...l.9.., .....l~.f).5................................................

.ilrs Allan Brown and ion Lt Charles Crockett jr•• (Authorization
~o boats in the imllediate Ticinity.
Gasoline 7 gala. Oil 1 qt.

#

32), were pa11enger1.

Date. 4p.ri.l ....l .1.. ....19.f).6.. .......................................... .

FiTe boats in the iJ111tediate Tioinity, none stood in oloae.
laaoline 5 gala. 011 2 qts.

Date.~P~~~.... l.~.a .....J..?~.~ ....................................... .......
~o boats in the Tioinity.

Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date.P.r.~.t ....l~.t..... 1.~.Q.O................................................ .

..o PATROL

Datelp.r..1.1 .... 20. .... 19.b b .................................................

.-o boate in th.e Tioini ty.
Gasoline 5 gala, 011 2 qts.

Dat~P.r.~.~ .... g...~ .... l.~.!?.~.................................................

Xwo boats in the Tioin11:¥. neither stood in olose.
Gasoline 4 Gala. Oil 1 qt.

(Use adclitionctl slieet to avoid crowding)

Each war~d
· i nor ·i nitial here:

J, "' ~

.......................................

~................... ..

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) South .B.ird .1.sland, .... .LaguDA .. aadr.e .............. ST ATK ...Xe•.a~ ....Kleberg . county: ............................. .
INCLUSIVE DATES ...... April. ... 22....t .o. .Apr.il ...28•····196.5 .... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled ; hou rs and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; n ames of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any u nusual happenings ; any disturban ce of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .. J..pr.11 ... .22,.... l .9.6.ti ........ ............................. .

boats in the near Tioinity, none approached
\.18.aoline 5 gala. Oil 2 qta.

~iTe

Date....lp.ril ... 23, ....19.ti.6 .............................................

Iine boa-ta, in the near Tioinity, none approa.ohed
Gaaoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.
· :· I

Dat, ... .A.p.ri.l .... 24,. ....19.65............................................ .

Seven boats in the near Tioinity, none approached
Gasoline 5 Gala. Oil 2 qts.

Date ...Apr.11 ....2.5, ..... 1956............................................ .

April 21, TsOO to 9100 AM. 1026 white pelioana; April 23, l2s00 noon to 21 00 PM 1670
April 25. 4100 to 6100 PK,
ard•a herons 139. Reddish Egrets 43.
Bo Boats in ti.i near Tioini1;y.
Gaaoline 4 gala. Oil l qt.

Date ... AP.r.i.l. ... 29..-.. ...1.96.5. . .... .....................................

lfO PATROL

Date.. April ...21., .....196.5 ............................................ ..
l'wo boat• in near Tioinity,

Gaaoline 6 gala. Oil 2 qts.

did not approached.

Date.. Apr.11....28., .....1.95.5........................................... ..

ao boata in near Tioinity.
Gasoline 6 gals. Oil 1 qt.
( V se additional sheet to iwoid crowding)

WARDEN 'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Aven ue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .So:uth ..il.ird ... I.aland. .... Laguna .. lladre ..........STATE ..!ua.1....... lXl.eberg Cou.&ty .......... ................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES ... Apr.11 ... .29....to . .&prit ..... Mq.....6. .... 19.55
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled ; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amou nt of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Dat e .... APr..U .... g~...... J .9..9..9. ..... ...................................... .

o boat• in tne Immediate Tioinity.
Ga1011ne 6 gals. oil 2 qts.

Date ....Ap.r.11 .... 3.0._ ... 1.9..55............................................ .

Three boats in tla: Tioinity. none approached.
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date....J.«...Y. ....l ........l.~.9..Q. ... ................... ............................... .

Nine boat1 in the Tioinity. none approached.
Ga1oline 6 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date ..... ¥.'-'Y.....?.,. .....l.~~-~-································ ········· ········· ···

1'4 0 PATROL

Date.....Mu....~•.....1~0.6.......................................... ........... .

boats in the near Tioinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

~o

Date.... Mq..... 4 • ....19.56...................................................... .

ao boats in the· near Tioinity.
Made oount on Ternes Royal 270s Cabots 195. Nesting on west aide of ialand.
Gaaoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

Date ... ¥..t..Y. ..J~ •.....l.~.Q.Q...................................................... .

Two boat1 in the Tioinity. neither approached.
Ga1oline 6 gals. Oil l qt.
( V se additio1wl slieet to Ii.void crm.cding)

WARDEN 'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, .New Y ork, N . Y.

,..~ ----··

SANCTUARY (or general area) .South ...B.ir.4 ... I.aland. .... lAguna ..Madr.e. .......... STATE..T.e .xat ...(.Kle.be.r.g .oounty.) ......................... . ..
I NCLUSIVE DATES... llay. ....6....to... lliq.... 1.2. .... 19.56.........................
NOTE:

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled ; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kin ds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.Ka.y..... 6 •.... 195.5......................................................... .

Three boats in the Tioinity. none approached.
Two ooloniea ot white pelicans have hatched.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

D ate.i....:Y.....1.. ... J~.I>..~ ....... . ....... ... .............. ........................ .

Nine boats in tm vicinity,, none approached.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 2 qts.

Date May: ... 8. .....1.96.6............................................... ...... ..

Five baata in the Tioinity. none approached.
Gasoline 5 gala. 011 1 qt.

Date)(q. ....9 ......19.55 ......................................................... .

Bo boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil l qt

DatehY,: ... 10,,.....1.95.5.............................. ....................... ..

No boats in the Tioinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. 011 l qt.
"

Date ...~Y..... U,,..... l~.9.P..................................... ................ .

BO PATROL

D ate .. ¥..~.... l.2 .......19.65............. . ..... ................................. .

Wo boats in the near vicinity.
Ga1oline 5 gal1, oil 2 qta.

(Use additional s1ieet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .South .. B.i rd .. Island, ...Laguna
INCLUSIVE DATES .. .Ma.y. ... l .3 ... to ... lla.y. ... 19., .....1.9.55..... ............... ..
NOTE :

.Madre........... STATE.?.e xa.a,.....Kleb.erg .. oounty.................................. ..

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso· ·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

DateMay.... .1.3.,..... 19.55....................................................... .

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

D a te¥..,Y. ... .l.4,..... l.~ .5.P. ................... .....................................
Three boats in near vicinity, none approached.

Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 Qt.

Da td4.a.y..... 16., .....1.9.5.5...................................................... .
Two boats in near Tioinity, none approached.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

DateM.ay ...lo,.....1.95.5....................................................... .

t tor the season ot nesting birdsi White pelicans 929; Wards herons 117;
uiaana herons l; Reddish Egrets; 781 Snowy egrets 41; Royal terna 390;
Cabots terns 180; Laughing gulls 1500 (approx).
No boats in the near vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.
Co

Datellay.: ...17., .....1.956....................................................... .

NO PATROL

DatM.t.Y.....l.e.., ..... l.~Q.Q. ........................................................ .

No boats in the near vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date .. Jlay.....19. .... 19.5.6 .................................................... .

Two boats in the vicinity, none approached.

Gasoline 5 gala. Oil 2 qta.

(Use additional sheet to avoid cromling

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue; New- York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ....South ... B.ird...1.aland•.Laguna..M~drt. ........ STATE.Jt'..7."~.11. ....~~-~:t;>~_gg O()~~Y. ................................ ..
INCL US IVE DA TES .... Mly..... 2.0 ....to... ¥.J..Y....g.Q. ......l.~.!?..~..~................. ..
NOTE :

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happ enings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..M.ay....2.0.• .... 1.9..5.5.......................................................

Three boats in the vioinity, nohe approached.
Gasoline 4 gale. Oil L qt.

Date ..Mt.y ....~..l,..... l~.?Q.................. .............................. . .

twelve boats in the vioinity, none approached.
Gasoline 6 gala. Oil 1 qt.

'

.

Date.. .M.ay.....22., .....1.9.5.5................................................ .

line boats in the Tioinity_, none approached.
Gasoline 6 gala. Oil 2 qts.

Date .. ¥.IY.....2.3....... 1.9.5.5..11................................................. .

No boats in the Tioinity,
Gasoline 6 gal•• Oil 2 qta.

Date.. M.q. ... 24, .... .1.9 5.5.................................................... .

Two boats in the Tioinity. none approached.

Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.¥..q . ... 25.,.......l.~.5.fL ....... ................. .................. . ......

HO PATROL

Date.llay ...2.6.. .....1.9.6.5...................................................... .

Three boats in the vioinity". none approaohed.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Ji:~~ere:
...............................

(')' ~
....

.............................................. .

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New- York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .. S.o:u.th... Bir.d ..Is.land..L&guna .. Madre
INCL US IVE DATESllq. ... 2 .7....to....June .... 2.,.....195.5........................ .
NOTE:

- --- ~

~~--- ---

......... STATE. .. T.e:na.,.....Kleber.g .. oounty..................................

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.May.: ...2.1• ... 19.55...................................................... .

Three boats in the Ticl nity, none approached.
Gasoline 6 gala. Oil 2 qts.

Date.May: ... 2.8., .....1.9.5.5..................................................... .

Hine boata in the vioinity, none approacibed.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date.K ay ...29., .....1.9.56.......................................................

FiTe boats in the rloinity, none approaohed.

Ga1oline 6 gala. 011 2 qte.

DateM.ay. ... 3.0,,.... .19.5.5 .......................................................

No ~oats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Datelfay..... 31~ ....19.55....................................................... .

No Patrol,

DateJ..u ne....2., .... 1 .9.5.6 ....................................................... .

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gall.

DateJ.u ne ....3._. .... 195.5........................................................

One boat in the rlatnity, did not approach.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil l qt.

(Use additi01wl .sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth A,venue,- New· York, N. Y. - -· · r,
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..South... Bird ...I .alan<1. ....L&guna .. lla.dr.e ........ .STA TEtexaa• .... lleber.g . county ..... ............................. .
INCLUSIVE DATES.June.... .3,.....to ... June...9 • ....19.55.................... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.J.\Ulo. ....3.• ..._19.5.6. .. ................................:..................

No boa.ts in the vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 2 qts.

Da te.J .une....i,.....1.95.5...................................................... .

Kr John H Balcer inspected South Bird Island.
No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.J.:µ_n ., .... 5, . ..195.5. ............ ............. .,......................... .

One boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.,T.'!:m.~.....9•.....l.Q.6.5.........................................................

NO PATROL

Dat6':uhe. ....7 • ....19.6.6 ........................................................

Two boats in the vicinity, none approached.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 2 qts.

Date..J.:\m..!L.6..1 .....1.9.6.5. ......................... ..........................

One boat in the vicinity, none approached.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.J.w.it. ....~....... l~.9..!L ................................................... .

Three boats in the vicinity, none approached.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 2 qts.

Eac ward°V,n or ·initial here:

l ~. tr~

• . .... ..... . ....... . .. 11.1 ••• •• 1.. . .............. . ... ..... ....................... . ................... .

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding )

WARD.EN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth - Avenue,- New - York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or .general area )S.o uth .. Bird ..Ialand, .... La.guna. .. ll-.dr.e ............... STATE .?.a:xaa., ... Xleber..g...oounty.................................. .
INCLUSIVE DATES.June.... lo ....to ... J.une ... .16.,..... l955................. .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kind s of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..Jv...ne.....l .Q., ....19.5.5...................................................

~our boats in the vicinity, none approached
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil 2 qta.

Date.Jl.Ule....11., .....1.96.5.................................................. .

Three boats in the vicinity, none approached.
bGasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date ..J~.U.e. ....l.~.,.....1.9..5.5...................................................

No boats in the rlcinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.J..~e....l

.3., .....1.95.5...................................................

6ne boat in the vicinity, did not approach.
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil 2 qts.

Date.!T..µp,~.... l.i:-. .... l.~.QO....................................................

NO PATROL

DateJ:wle....1.6. ....19.6 5................................................... ..

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date...J..\UUL.16., .... .1.9.5.5................................................ .

Two boats in the viainity, none approached.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

( Use additional sheet to avoid cro 1cding)

Each z

rd'J!:Ygn or initial here:

.. 1-... . . ...:. ./l~ . . . . ... . . . . . . . .

WARDEN'S: WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
IUOO Fifth Avenue, ' New · York, N. Y.
..
SANCTUARY (or general area) S.o.utb ..B.i r.d ..I .d .and, .... L1.gµna. .. .Ma.dr1L ....... .STATE. .T.o..De.., .... Kleb.o.rg ...oo.:unty................................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES ..... June ...17.... to.... J.u ne ...23. .... 19.5.6 ............ .

.

NOTE:

Date

·-

~

R eport weather condition s; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts pu rchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusu al happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife;• estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

.J une ... .1.7• ....19.5.5. ........................... ..................... .
Mr Hittson of the Forth Worth loo in oompany with State warden Mullinex oj the
state boat Blenney arrived ott the island at 9a30AM.,Hittson had perndt for
10 wttite pelicans, allowe ~e. ma .~
lt to ca e the birds, ta.Sk birds
isolated colony on e reme northern end. ..~ ....
.,.,..
No other boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 6 ga1•l:t:aaa gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date...J.Wlf!! .... 1.8. .....19.65.................................................

Three boats in the vio:inity, none approached
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 2 qt1.

Date ...'1.µp~.... l..~~ .....l.~.QQ............................................... .

Five boats in the vicinity, none approached.
Ga1oline tour gala. Oil 1 qt.

D a te .. J.:une....20. .... 19.5 6................................................. .
Gasoline five gala. oil 1 qt.

No boats in thf9vioinity

Date.. J..µp~... 2.1., .....1.95.5..................................................

NO PATROL

Date.June .... 22~ .... 19.55. ................................................. ..

Two boats in the Tieiiljty. none approached.
Gasoline 6 gala. Oil 1 qt.

DateJ.u n.e ... 2.3. .....19.~ ...................................................

'l'W'o boats in the vicinity. none approaohed.
Gasoline 4 gals. 011 1 qt.
(Use addi.tiorwl sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S:. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth- Avenue, · Ne'v-· York, N. Y.

- -·

- - ..,

.- r -

_ ....

SANCTUARY (or general area ) South ..Bi.rd... lsland• ... l.a.guna. ...Madre....... ....... STATE ..T.exu., ...,Xle.b.er.g. ... oo.unty................................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES.....J.:une .... 2..4....t.o. ...J..\m.t. ....~o l..~§J~... ...........

......

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ......J.une....2.4• ....19.5.6. ............................................. .

One boat in the Tioinity. did not approaoh.
Gasoline 6 gala. Oil 2 qta

Date......June ....2.6......19.6.6.............................................. .
FiTe boat• in -th e Tioinity,

none approaohed.

Gasoline 5 gala. Oil l qt.

Date ...... J.une....2.1, .....1.9.5.5............................ ................. .

Nine boa.t a in the Tioinity. none approached.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil l qt.

Date...... ~~'-....~.!1..1...... l.~ P..~ ............. ................................ .

Bo boats in the Tiainity.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date ......~µ~~.... g.e.•.....l .~5..5. ............................................. .

NO PATROL

Date....J..une....29• ....19.6 5............................................... .

Bo boata in the Tioinity.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 2 qt1.

Date.... ~.\U•.t..7..l0.J. ....l .9.i6.....................:.7..............~.....T"

No boats in the Tiai.nity.
Gasoline 4 gala. 011 l qt.

( V se additioruil sheet to avoid crou:ding)

WARDEN'S:. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Averiiie, .New-·York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .. $_9,1:1~.b ....Bir.d . J..~.l.~:g,q_. ...L.~gµP.,~.. ¥..~4r..t. ........ STATE... T..~~"'-'·•·····K.l.o.be.rg ... Qounty........
INCLUSIVE DATES ....July....l ....t .o....July.... 7.., .....19..6..5. ..................... .
NOTE:

............... ........ .

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of Lirds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ....J.µly ....l .......l~.P..S. ..................................................

T-.o boats in the vicinity, none approached.
Gasoline 6 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.....J.µ.ly:. ....4.,. .... 1.~.S.5................................................... .

~r and Mrs L. Omerod, Maimi, Florida.,visited the island.
Twenty seven boats in the vicinity, five approached but veered ott on
Society boat.
Gasoline 7 gals. 6il 2 qts.

s~eing

the

Da te .....~_µly. .. ~.•.....1.95.5 ...................................................

Thirteen boats in the vicinity, none approached.
Gasoline 5 gals. 6il 2 qts.

Date .... J..1).ly.....4 . ....19.55.................................................. ..

Five boats in the vicinity, none approaohed.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date ...'1.YlY, ... 5., ....1.95.5 .........................................~ ......... .

No Patrol. Made trip to markerll9 on intracoastal spoil bank. Tern oolony that was
at 161 has moved to 119, estimated 2000 adult. Caspian, royal, cabots and gull billed
were observed.

Date..July ....6 . ....19.65 ................................................... ..

Ho boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date...July..... 7.. .....19.5.6................................................... ..

6ne boat in the vicinity, did not approach.
Gasoline 5 gals. oil 1 qt.

(Use additiona.l sheet to avoid crowcUng )

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, Neiv· York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )So.u.th ... .Bird ...I .1.l .t.nd,..Lagµna. ..M.ad.r.t. .. ....... ....... STATE T.~;l!:.t..,.•..... .C.. Kl.1:(0.e.r.g . C.o.unty.)........................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES .... April ... 2.0....to. ... April.26., ....19.5.6....... .
N OTE:

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; aniount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard ; numbers and names of boats m et with; names of p er·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date Ap.r.11 ... 20,. ....1956.............................................. .

First patrol of 1956. Checked signs.in good condition. Weather conditions
high wind1 aDd misty rain1~ Did not attempt count .
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.Apri.l ....21._ .... 1.9.56.• ................... .........
Heavy rains all high winds.

Gasoline 4 gal1. Oil 1 qt.

Da tc .. April ... 22., ....195.6. ..............................................
Weather continues bad. No Boats on the Laguna.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oi l l qt.

Date .. Ap.ril....23., .... .19.5.6..... ........................................

NO PATROL

Date. Ap.ri.l ....2.4• .... 19..56. ........................ .

Whi•e Pelicans 1660. Reddish egrets 42. Snowy egrets 23, Great blue heron 31,
Loui1ana heron 5, Laughing gull 2000 (approx)
A pair of roseate spoonbills have remained on the islon t!M past tive days.
Gasoline 6 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date...Pl''. '°'.l .... ~.P -. .....l.~.5.§............ ............. .................... .

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.AP.r.U•.... 2.e.,. .... l.~ .Q.~............................................... .

No boat1 in the vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil 1 qt

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding )

Each warden

i

nor initial here:

. .l...~f....,... ..... . ?.~.t.k.lzt.e..t.. . . .. . . . . ..

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .S.Q'.1.ttb. ....Bi.rd...I .a.l.and., .... Laguna.. Madre ... ....... STATE.Texaa~ .....(Xleb.erg...County..). ............................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES ...~P..~~. ! . . .
~l:l ....~.~1. ....~~-····!.~.f5.~................... .

?.?. ..

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ... Ap:ri.1.... 2.7.., .... .19.5.6.............................................

No boats in the immedia~ vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gall • Oil 1 qt.

•
Date..April ... 28., .... 1956........................................... .

No boata in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 6 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date.. .April .... 2.9...... 19.56............................................. .

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Ga1oline 4 Gala. Oil 1 qt

Date.. Ap.:r.i .l .... 30., .... .19.5.6. ............................................. .

No Boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 6 gal1. Oil 1 qt.

Date ...:~ ....l .... l.~.0..9. ............................................................ .

NO PATROL

DateMq..... 2., .....19.5.6...........................................................

/

Made count which I think ia complet tor this 1eason. White pelicans 1220
Reddish egrets 47, Snowy egrets 23, Great blue herons 31• Louisanna Heron~ 5,
~ Royal terns 375, Cabbots terns 125. Laughing gulls 3500 (Approx). A pair ot ·
roseate spoonbills continue on the island. Skimmers, Terns and gulls are nesting in great number• on the inteacoaatal spoil bank adjoining and immediately
south of the island. Gasoline 6 gala. Oil 1 gt!
. ·
.
,
Date..:'-"Y..... ~. .... .l.Q.P.~L ....................................................... ..

No boa.ta in th!I vioinity.
Gasoline 5 gal1. 011 1 qt.
Steering handle on motor broke took to shop for repairs
(Use additioTUil slieet to avoid crowding)

4:

gn or init·ial here:

..J ..,~.(.. . . . .t:i:.~.-d.J::... . . . . . . . . . .,

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New · York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .S.o uth ... .Bi.r.d ... .l..!$l@.4..,.... ii;t,~.~.~ ... M~Q.1.'.~ . ......... .STATE .. ~.~~~. ~.J
INCLUSIVE DATES .. J(ay....i ... to ....Ma.y. ....lo . ....19.5.6.......................... .

. . .Ifl'!~.t'.!~...C.~':1?.~.r..L ..... ...................

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling· amount of 0"asoline, oil or. pa~ts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met wlth; names of pers~ns met with m. sa~ctuary. areas or taken along.. Mention. any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
buds or other w1ldhfe; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting feeding or nestin"0
concentrations.
'

Date ..May .. 4, ...... 195.6.................................................... ..

Numerous boats in the vicinity, no ne approached.
A pair of roseate 1poonbill1 continue on the island, doubti'ull if nesting.
Seven colonies of white pelicans have their hatch. warda herons and egrets.
Vegetation on the island is in good shape from the r ecent rains and all the 8111.all
lak&1 have brackish water .
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil 1 qt.
Date .... Ma,y.... 5 ...19.5.6 ....................................................... ..

Numerous boats cruising on the 1ntracoaatal canal but none approached the island.
Located two pair of avocets on the southern end of the. island, beleive they are nesting.
'
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.
'

Date ..... Ka.y.....6 ... .19.5.6 ..............·..................... .

P•eaaur boat& cruised oontinously on the canal, none approached.
A pair of roseate spoonbills continue on the island.
Gaaoline 6 gala. · Oir 1 qt.

Date ......Kq.....7.....196.6........................................................ .

Very fenr boats on the water. None in the vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 2 qts.

Date ...... May..... 8 ....19.56........................................................ .

HO PATROL

Date..... llay ....9 ....19..o.6. ....................................................... .

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date......Mq.....1.0....19.6.6. .................................................... .

No boats in the vicinity. Spoon bills oontinue on the
island.

Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.
(Use ad(litional sheet to avoid crowclirtg)

WARDEN'S, WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth- Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ...So.u th ... Bird ... 1sland.(Laguna... Madre) ........ STATE ....T.exaa.,, ..... (.Kl.ebe.rg . county) ..................... .
INCL US IVE DATES ....Kq. ....l .l ....to. .. .May..... l.7~ .... 19.56.•...................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of hii-ds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentratious.

Datc.¥..&y ... ll. ...l.95.6. ........................................................ .

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil 2 qta.

Dateld~Y: ....1.2• .... 1.~.5.!L ................................................. .

Numerous boats on the canal,, none approached the island.
A pair of spoonbills oontinue on the island.
Gasoline 4 gals Oil 1 qt.

Date M~Y. ....l.~..l~.Q9.................................. .......................

No boats approaohed the island.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.M.&y....14....1.95.6........................... .............................

NO PATROL

•
Date.May.... .15 ...19.5 6........................................................ .

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

DattM.•Y ... l§. ..l..9. .15..~ ........................................................... .

No boats in the vioinity.
A pair of roseate spoonbilla oontinue on the island.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 q;.

DatJl:.a..Y....JI ..1~.~-9....... . . .......:... . . .......... ................. .........

No boats in the vicinity
Gasoline 4 gal s. Oil l qt.

(Use additional 11heet to avoid crowding)

EJ.h ward7ffen m- initial here:

......~ . ¢?. . . .~~ . . . . . . ..

WARDEN 'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) S.o.u.th ... Bir.d... l.s.l.an.d • ... La.g.\Ula..Madre.............. STATE ..'.r..!'-~'--~ .. JK.l..l'-P..!'-.r.& .. ~Qµ_Jlty.).. .......................... ..
INCLUSIVE DATES.Mq..... l8....t.o. ..l4.&y.... 2.4.... l .9..o.9.............................
~OTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..... May.....18... .19.6.6 ............................................

The ro at
oonbills that were staying on the island have disappeared,
saw two
..
youn
voo~t1.
o boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil 2 qta.
~

Date ..... ¥1'--Y. ....l.~.... l~.P.§........................ ........................ ..... .

Numerous boats on the intracoastal oanal, none approaohed the island.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.... May..... 2.0....196.6................................................. .

Numerous boats in the vicinity, none approaohed.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date .....May:.... 2.1 ...1 .9 5.6 .................................................... .

NO PATROL

Da te......M~Y .... 2.2 ....1.9.5.6. .....................................

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt

Date.... M~Y: .... 2.3. ....l~.5-.9............................................... ....... .

No boats in the immediate vioinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

Date .....M.a;v: ....2:4. ... 19.56...................................................... .

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

(Use addition<Jl aheet to avoid croicding)

·~

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) .. South ...Bir.d ... I .sla.nd, .....Laguna. .. l!adr.e ........... .STATE ...... Texas.......Xle.ber.g.
I N CLUSIVE DATES ....¥.~ ...2. .. JL.t.Q... M!ey:.....31., .....l.~.P..9. .................
NOTE:

oount.y. ........................... ..

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; number s and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons m et with in sanctuary areas or taken alon-g. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife ; estimate number s and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ....M.aY, ....26., .....1.96.6................................................... .

low o~
...nig.ht heron nests, located on ·the southern.. end...o..f idand hi the oactfis.
l reddish and snowy egrets nave hatched.
No boats in the immediate vicinitj
Gasoline 6 gals. Oil 2 qta.
2

Date.... M~.... 2.6.., .... .19..6..6. ...................................................
~o boats in the immediate vicinity .
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt .

D ate .... ~.!f.Y ....~.7..•....l~§.$. ................................................. ..

No boats in the i mmmediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

Date ....May.... 2.8.,. ....19..6.0....................................................

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil l qt.

D ate ...)1:.'-Y. ....2.~.1..... l.~.Q.9. .................................................. ..

.NQ PATROL

Date .. M~.... 3.0.....19.66..................................................... .

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt .

Date .. ¥.u.... 3.l ......1.9..6.6.................................................... ..

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

(Use additiorwl sheet to avoid crowdi1ig )

w«,.<1/)gn or initia here;
. . . . l. ~/.Ka. . . . . . ' '"""'"'""''"""'""""'

'

h

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth ·Avenue, N ew York, N . Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .....SQ.\!..th....~i.r.d ....l ..e.lan.d~ ... L•gy.~e....M.a d.r .e. ....... STATE..'l'.e.~a.!S.,.....K.l.e.ber.g. ... County.....................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ........J.µ;n.~... .:l. ....:\i9 ....J.)~.;tl.~ ....'!.. ...1.~.f>.~ ...................... .
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ..June... .1.• ....1.96.6...............................

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gas&line 5 gals. Oil 1 qt .

Date...J.\!..U" ....2~ ....19..5.9.................................................. .

All Terns have hatohed.
Numerous boats in the vicinity
Gasoline 6 gala. Oil 2 qta.

an ·l

on the intraooastal canal. none appeoaohed the island.

Da te ....June.... .3....19.5 6....................................................... .

Numerous boats in the vicinity, none approsohed.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date....J.\!..n.e....4 ...... .19.5.6................................................... .

Mr Bill Jerr of the National Audubon Society, ma.de the trip with me to the island .
and oheoked the birds.
Gasoline 5 gals. 011 1 qt.

Date... '1.Yne......5., ..... 19.5.6 ................................. .

NO PATROL

Da te ..J.µ,ne .... 6........19.5.6..................................................... .

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date...):µ_P.." ····7. .......1.9..6..6.......................................................

Numerous boats on the intracoastal canal_, none approached
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S· WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1000 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .South ...Bir.d....I.3.ltmd., .....Lt.gµA~ .. M~4r..~ ......... STATE .. ~.f'J.:lt.~.ll.1 ..0n.~.1:>49.tg..<'.:o.~:t;YL ............................ ..
INCLUSIVE DATES ...... J~.P..e .... t..Q....o>.~.P..~ ... J ........ !.~.5..~... ........... .

e. . .

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; h ours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with ; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of hirds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .. June ...

a... .19.5 6....................................................

Numerous boats cruising on the intracoastal canal. none
Gasoline 6 gals. Oil 1 qt.

app~oaohed.

Date .....June.... 9., ....1.9.15..6. .................................................. .

Numerous boats oh the intracoastal canal, none approached.
Gasoline 6 gals. Oil 2 qts.

Date ...J:i,rn,o. .. 10.......1~.Q.§...........................................

Numerous boats on the intracoastnl canal, none approsohed the island.
Gasoline 5 ~a l a. Oil 2 qts.

Date......June .... 11., .... 19.56.............................................. .

NO PATROD

Date......June.... 12.,....19.6.6 ............................................. .

No boats in the irraediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l.qt.

Date ..... J..\UlO.... l .3., .....1.~.P..6. .............................. .................

No boats in the immediate vicin ty
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..... J.u .ne ... l&., .....1.96.6............................................. ..

No boats in the inmediate vioinitiy
Gasoline 5 gals. oil 2 qts.

(Use additioruil slteet to avoid crowding)

WARDD' S WEEKLY REPORT
NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Ave, New York 28, NY.

SARCTUARYa South Bird Island, Laguna Madre.
INCLUSIVE DATES: June 15 to June 21, 1966.

June 15, 1966
Looated two neats yell
crowned
ot island,
No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

STATE: Texae, Kleberg County

t herons, nests in oactua growth in center

June 16, 1956
Numerous boats in the vicinity, none app roached.
Gasoline 6 gals. Oil 1 qt.

June 17, 1956
:Numerous boats in the vicinity, none approached.
Gasoline 6 gals, Uil 2 qta.

June 18, 1956
No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

June 19, 1966
NO PATROL

June 20, 1956
No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. vil 1 qt.

J une 2 1, 1966
No bpats in the iDllllediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gale. Vil 1 qt.

,

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) South. ...Bir.d .. I.al.and..... ~At.. ..JOgr.! L..........STATE ..~.!.~.!:!.a .....~.!.!.'!?.!.r.£....9_<?.~!?:~..... _.... _.._..._.___ ._
INCLUSIVE DATES...J.wi.e.....22. ...t.a....tI.unL.2.a_l~M-NOTE:

Report weather conditiona; areas patrolled; houn and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
1ona met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numben and kinda of birds observed at rooating, feeding or nesting
concentrationa.
·

Date....J.u.na....22. •.....19.5.Q..................................--·····-

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil 2 qte.

Date.....JJ.llle.....2.~.•.....l.9.fi.6................................................

Nwnerou1 boats in the wioinity. none approached.
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil 1 qt.

Date.... J.un.e....2i,.....19.5.0. ................................................

Numerous boats in the vicinity. none approached.
Gasoline 6 gala. Oil 2 qt1.

Date.... J.un.e... .25.......1.9.fl.tL.............................................

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.... ~J~.'1.t.....2.9..•.....l.~.9..9. ................................................

NO PATROL.

·~f~.

;'.'

Date.... Juna...2.7.., ....19.5.6. ................................................

Three boats in the vicinity. did not approach the island.
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil 2 qts.

Date.... J.une... 2.8.......1.9.5.6................................................

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
GAeoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

ZM·8·9e..C:I"

(Use additional •Met to at1oid crowding)

EtrH~,
.. .. . . . . . .. .. . . ..1.::)::. .~. . . . . . .. . . . .-.. . . . . .___ _

WARDEN.'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )So.uth ...Bi.r.d ... Is.land.,. ....La.guna....M&dr.•···············STATE ....T..exe.1.•.....K.l.~~~.g ....QQ~P.:]Y. ...................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.. J.u.n.e.... 29....:t.a....July.....C.......l.9.fi6..- ..··- NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
eons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..........J.une ....29..,. ....1.95.61......................................

Numerous boats on t he intraooastal canal, the tide is extremely and they cannot
approach the island with their motors running.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..........i&•.1,: ...J."!.1.Jl.0.....3.Q., ... ,.l.~~-9.........................

The tide oontinues extremely low.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..........!1..µ.l.Y......l. •.....l~.Q.§..............................................

Continued low tide.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..........J..\\.lY......2.•.....l.~.5.9...............................................

NO PATROL

Date..........J.u .ly.....3.,,.....1.9..5.6..............................................

No boats on the intracoastal oanal. Tide continues low.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..........J..RlY.....4 •.....1.~..5.JL...........................................

Numerous boats on the canal, none tried t approache ·l
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date .........J:uljr....5.•.....1.95.6..............................................

No boats in the vicinity,
Gasol i ne 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

(Use additional aheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

t~:. -t!__~=~

WARDEN.'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) South. ...Bir.d....I.sl.and.,..Lagu.na.. .Ma.d.r.e................... STATE.....T.exa.s,. ....Klehe..rg....Caunt;y:.................. ________ _
INCLUSIVE DATES..J~....fL.:ta....J.ul¥,....l2.,.....l~.f2sL__
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names 0£ boats met with; names of per·
eons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date. .. July......o.,.... 1.95.6.....................................................

~o Boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 2 qts.

Date...J~.ly....1..•.....l.~5.9. .....................................................

NUmerous boats traveling the intracoastal canal. The tide continues so low
that no boats can run toward the island.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.. Ju.ly:....8,......19.56.................................................... ..

Tide continues low.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.. J.uly. ....9..,.....19.5.6......................................................

No boats in the vicinity,.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.. Ju.ly. ....10.,.19.5.0..................................................... .
~o

patrol.

Date...July. ... .11,..... 1.9.6.6..................................................

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date...July. ... .12.,. ....1.9.5.6.................................................

No boats in the vicinity.
Oil 1 qt. Gasoline 4 gals.

(Use additional aheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:

1:<;!,(~===~

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ... s.out.n....B.i-r.d ....I .&l~ .....Laguna....Madr.e............... STATE.....T..e.xa..s,.....Klehe.r.g......C.o.unt.y.•............-..·---·INCLUSIVE DATES.. J.u.ly._.l.3..... t.2....!l.Y.:lL.lQ..._.._l~.§-~---NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names 0£ boats met with; names 0£ per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildli£e; estimate numbers and kinds 0£ birds obser,ved at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

.Date....July.....1.3•....1.9.56......................................-.........

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date....July.....l.4. .... l.9.56.................................................

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil l qt.

·Date...................................................................................................

Date....................................................................................-.,. ............

Date...................................................................................................

Each warden sign or initial here:

. ."JZ. :£. ........4 . . . . . . . ~. . ..1l1r····..-·. . . ...r..~.~· ····r.+-~r.... . . . ._
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
' """"""""""""""""""""""" """'" " " """"""' ' ""'""''''""•······-

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth. Aven ue; New· Yorlc, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) So.u th ... B.i.r.d ... I.sl&rl.d, .... .K.l .o."b..er.g....C.01l.nty......... STATE ........T.exaa.........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES..A.P.r.1.l .... l....t.Q....AP.r.1.l "].......1.~.Q1......-."NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date... Ap.r..i..l. ...l .•..... l.~§.1. .................................................

Prelinlary count first day of patrol .
47
Herons. Great Blue,
Louisiana
3
" "
B§reta, Reddish
12
"

"

SnOlfY

"

Am,erlgan

3
1

Pelicans, White, 026,(nine colonies)
Spoonbills, roseate, 4 (not nesting)
Tern s ~ royal , ciriling, not nesting
8tf~l2nqts 7 gala

Date... !.P..~J . . .?........ 1~.§.7.. ....................... .........................
' Temperature is in the t • &x middle 40' a with winds of high velocity, which is
slo~ng the nesting of the birds . Texas Eastern 1'. ransmisaion Co
oom leted
their· line br the North end of' ~h i' . ~ on March the 16th. In r edging t he
clfamfe
o We r ne t e spoil was run o the South of' lie channel as they
past t he island , I notioe the terns and the black skinmers are taking this
spoil bank for nesting. Gasoline 5 gals, Oil 1 qt.

Date...AP.I'll. ....~.......1.~.9.J.. .................................................

No boats in the immediate vicinit y.
Gasoline, 4 gals. Oi l 1 qt

Date.. AP.r.H ... .~.t... J.~.5..7.. ..... ................ .... ...... ..................

No boats in the immediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt

Date.. AP.r..! .l .... §.•..... l~.§.7.. .................................. ...............

No boats in the innnediat e vicinity
Gasoline 5 gala, Oil 1 qt

Date ..AP.r.ll. ... 9..a.... .l.~.§.7. ................................................. .

No boats in tle immediate vioini ty • .
Gasoline 4 gals . Oil 1 qt .

Date .AP.r.ll. ... 7., ..... l.~. 9.7..................................................

7 boats passed in the new channel, none approached
Gasoline 5 gala . Oil l qt.

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ...Sout.h ... B.i .r.d. ...l. s.l.~d.....JO....~.P..~r& ...Q9..~P,~Y...... STATE. ......1'.~~ ....!L.......................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES..April...B.....to.... Ap.r.il....l.i......l.9..5.1......___
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.. .Ap.r.il ....e. •....19.6.7..................................................

No Patrol

Date..Apr.11 ....9. ...... 1$..6.7..................................................

No boats in the immediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..Al?.:r..i..l .....l.Q....... l~.P..1. . ............................................

No boats in the immediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.. .A.pril...ll.* .....1.9.5.1. ..............................................

No boats in the irrmediaje vicini ty
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.. ~d.l.....l.2.......... l~.Q.?.'...........................................

No boats in the mmmediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date .. AP.r.U... .J.f.1.... J.~.9..7.. .............................................

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. oil 1 qt.

Date ...AP..d.l. ....li. ..... ..l.~.Q.1...~......................................... ..

4 boats cruised the new channel, none approached
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Eaclf ward~ or initial here:

JI

c

........... !.................................

(U&e additional &heet to avoid crowding)
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
rI$0 Filth -Avenue~ ·New -York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .S.9.µ.~h.J~lr.4. ....l ..'-l@.4.. ......~J~P..~.r.g ... 9-.QY.:~°!?.Y. ...... STATE. .....';!:'..~~-~-~---·································· .. ·····································..·············
INCLUSIVE DATES...........AP.r.U... J .!?.... ~.2....,6..P..r.!.!....?.!.a.....!.~.§.1
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..... Ap.r i.l. ....U~.•... ..l~ .9.7. . ................. .........................

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.....Ap.ril. ... 16,. ... 1.9.5..1.............................................

No patrol

Date.... AP.dJ....l.'.?.A... J.~.§.7............................................ ..

2 more oolonies of white ~rica.ns have taken locations on the island,
bringing t he total to 74 • There are no colonies on t he south 1/3 ot the
island, previou s years there have been four.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

Date....AP.t.~J, ...J~,. . .J.~.9..7...... ............... ...................... ..

No boa.ta in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.... Ap.r.i.l .... l.~ .......l.~.6.7.............................................

No boats in t he iilllllediate vioinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt

Date ...~.Pd.l. ...2Q,......l.!i!.P.J..............................................

No boats in the i:rmma.diate vioinity
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt

Date ....Ap.ril ...2.1.,.....19.5.7.............................................

2 boats cruised the new channel, neither approached.
Gasoline 5 gals. Dil 1 qt.

2M·3·158· CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each warden sign or initial here:
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..S.auth ... B.ir.d ... I .s.l.and,.La.guna .. Kadr..e ................STATE ...T.exa.a.,... .K.l.ab.er.g....Caunty....................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.Ap.r.i.l....2.2 ....to....Ap.r.il.... 2a. ....l~.QJ........._
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.. Ap.r.i.l. ... ...?.,. ....19.51.. ..............................................

No Patrol

Date..Apr.i.l .... 2.3 . .... 19.6.1.............................................. .
~o boats
~asoline

Date.

in the immediate vicinity.
5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

.r.il....2.9;.......l.9.5.7................................................
22 avocets are staying around the lake on the southern eni of the i
No boats in the immediate vicini t y
u foline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.AP..r.J.J ....~.!?....... J~.!?..'i............................................... ..

No boats in the inmediate vicinity
uasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date.~P.r..!1 ...g.~ ...... i.~.~.f... ............................................ ..

2 boats on pipe- line channel neither approache d.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil l qt.

Date.4J?..d.l ....2.7........l.~9..~L .............................................

boats in the i:rmnediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

~o

Date.Ap.r.i.l ....2.8......19..6.1.................................................
~o boats
~asoline

2M·3·158·CP

in the immediate vicinity
5 gals. Oil 1 qt

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

nd.

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area J).9µ:~b. ...B.i.r.4.... l~.l~A.41 .....l,..~~A~....M.~.4.r.!L.............. STATE ......'.+..~~.~.~.1.....~J.~'!;?.~r.g....Q9.~.~~Y..................................
INCLUSIVE DATES....Apr.il ....29....1'.o...Mq.....5.,....19..5.7.................
M.

NOTE:

Report weather con ditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard ; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date..... Ap.r ll .... 2~,. ... l.~.Q.'.7.. .......................................... .

No boats in the immediate vicinity
5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

~asoline

Date.....Apr.i l ....30., .... .19b.7. ........................................... .

No Patrol

Date... .MMY.....l . .....l~.f.1.'.L ...................

Z ... . . . . ... . .

White pelicans, 970, tlerons,
eat blue 9?, Louisiana 101 Egrets, Reddish 73, Snowy 31,
!J!lerican l; :f erns, royal 145, Cabbots ·sot""Avocets 16;
·
ne pelioan,zkl.mt outer 1/3 wing black,middle 1/3 white, balance rusty red. entire
body including neck and head rusty red.
2 Soo
terns, no nest as yet.
ne 5 gals. uil 1 qt.
Date ..M.Q.Y..... 2.•.....l.~.§.1. ........................................................

Mr John H Storer and Wife, visited t he island and took pictures from a distance to not
disturb the birds.
Saw the Rusty, white and black pelican from a distance.
Gasoline 6 gals. Oil 2 qts.

Date..MfA;lr.....3., ....19.5.7 ........................................................ .

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..Miw.....4 • .....1.9..6.J......................................................... .

The rusty pelican continues to stay around with the whites .
No boats in the immediate vicinity
~asoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt

Date.M~Y. ....P.•....19..6..7. ........................................................ .

5 boats passed on the pipe-line channel none approached
~asoline 4 gals. oil 1 qt.

2M·3 · 511·CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ...$.Qµ~b: ... ~.,,_r.d. . l.'-J..~4...~~,gµ.P." ...M~4r.~................STATE. ...l~~.~~.......KJ..~.9..e.r&....CQ.~nty: ................................. ..
INCLUSIVE DATES.. l...Apr.il...:t.o.....7....Ap.r.il ....19..5.8.................._
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.. Apr.Jl. ... l.,.... J.~§e. .................... ..............................

7 oolonies of white pelioan1,(previous years 13), approximately 500 birds. Great Blue Herons
107, Reddish Egrets 40, Snowy Egrets 18, Louisiana Herons 2, Ayooets 3l~These birds are
staying around the small lakes in t he oenter of the island. BlaciC sk!iiiiilers are nesting on
the spoil banks immediately north of the island, pumped up by the Texas Eastern Transmission.
Laughing gulls are numerous but not nesting as yet. Pink spoonbills stop over at the small
lakes on their way to the islands farther north.
Date .. Ap.r.i.l. ... 2,. .... .19.5.8.................................................. .

Vegetation on the island is heavier than usual due the heavy rains in Feb and March,
making it a little more difficult to determine the number of egrets ard avocets nesting.
No boats have been in the immlldiate vicinity.
Gasoline 4-1 and 4-2
13 gals, oil 3 qt s.

Date..A.P..r J.l .....~ ... l~.;?.~..................................................... ..

No Patrol, due to death of Mother.

Date..4P.r..H..... .... J~.!5.~..................................................... ..

No Patrol

Date..Ap.r.il.....5....19.58..........................

Made arrain

th s date. . .

).P.?.\ . . . . . . .

ents with Mr John Glass who lives on: Padre
~

~

!'!.f;,,.

·¥..a-,.,. . . ,-.. . ./ · •. ~;

~¥"

Is~~n~_.

·~·;;:. . . . .,,,...p

·"'

Gasoline 5 gals Oil 1 qt

Date .Ap.ril.. .. 6.... l.9.59. ..............

$.. ~.H. . . . . . . . . . . .

Mr Glass reports no boa.ts in the immediate vicinity this date.
Gasoline 4 gals Oil l qt.

Date.Ap.r.il....7....19.58.......................................................

No Patrol
asoline 5 gals Oil 1 qt.

2 M· 3 · 5 8 -CP

(Use additional sheet to avoi.d crowding)
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NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) S.o.µ.t.h . :8..t..r.q.... lf?.J.@.4.L .. L.~fillA~ ...M~~lr.~...............STATE. ... .'r..~.~~&..... .K.l.~.P..~.rg ... J:{.9_µ;p,W. ................................. .
INCLUSIVE DATES ..... .Ap.r.il ....8 ....th.r.u ....A.pril....14:., .....1.9.fi.8...
NOTE:

R eport weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persona met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date... Ap.r.ll. ...

e..,.... l.~.P..e. ................... ......... .....................

No boats in the immediatelvioinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date...Ap.r.il ... ~ ....l.~.6.S.................................................... ..

Cabot's and royal terns gathering around thier nesting grounds .
No boats in t he immediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gals . Oil 1 t.

Date.. .AP..rJl...J..~.... l~.l'.H~ ................... .............................. .

A number of the avoc et s are nesting near the ponds unable to determine the exact
number.
No boats in the i mmmdi at e vicinity.
Gasoline 6 gals , Oil 2 qts .

Date...A.pr.il. ... 11.. ..19.58................................................. ..

No baots in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date..AP..:r..:i.1.. . 1.?..... J:.~.§§.................................................

Another col ~ ny of white peli ans ma.king nests on the Southern end of the island, bringing
~ he total to eight.
ho pa t, r of ,1;19otY. te!'..P.
, each d~ circling about the islarrl..
o ~oats in the immedia e vicinity .
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt.

Date ..Apr.i.l ....l.3 ....l.9.5.8................................................. ..

No boe.ts in the immediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 ga.ls. Oil 1 qt.

Date.. AP..r.lJ: .... J:.4... J.~. 9.§...................................................

No boats in the immediat e vicinity .
Gasoline 5 gals. OH 1 qt .

2M - 3 - ~8 - CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

Each

war~ign

or initial here:
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) So.u.th ... B.i.r.d ... I.sland, .....L~guna ...Madr.a............. STATE ....T.e.:!\.a~..... Kl.eb..e.r.g ....CQ:un:ty................................. .
INCLUSIVE DATES.......A .r.i.l....l.5.....t .hr.1.L .. p.r.i.1....21 ....l.~.Q.e..
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date....Ap.r.il....1.5 .... 1.9.5.8 ............................................... .

No boa t s in th ~mm ediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 2 qts .

Date...Apr.i.l ....l .6.....l.9..!~$..................................................

NO PATROL

Date... .Ap.r.il....11.....1.95.8............................................... ..

Sooty terns continue to circle around the island.
No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals . Oil 1 qt.

D ate ...... .Ap.r.il .... 1.8.....19.5.8. ........................................... ..

No b ats in t he immediate vicinit y
Gasoline 5 Gals. Oil 1 q t.

Date... Am~il.. ..1.9 ... .19.5.8 .................................................

No boats in t he immediate vicinity
Gasoline 4 gals. Oil l qt.

Date ....Ap.r.i.l ... 20 ....19.58 ............................................... .

No boats in theimmediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt

Date.... ..Apr.il. ....21 .... l.~.5.6- ............................................... .

No boats in the immediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt

(Use addition.al sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .S.o.~.th ....B.i.r.d ... I ..d~.J:ld.,..L.~~P..~......~~1r.l'- ................. STATE. .....l:.~;i;r;.ff..~....Kl.eb.er .g. ... C.o.u.n:t.y................................... ..
INCLUSIVE DATES... Ap.r.il....2.2 ....t.o.... Ap.ril....2.8....19.5.8............
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance 0£
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds 0£ birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentra lions.

Date ... .A.pr.il ...22....19..5.8.............................................. ..
No Patrol .

Date ... Ap.r.i.l. ... 2.3. ... .l.9..58................................................ .

Have noticed some hatoh in two colonies of white pelicans. Heavy vegetation a.round the shore
of the small lakes obscure the nests of the avooets, no ceraiin count oa.n be made.
A sna 11 percentage of the laughing gulls have made nest ~ and a fe have eggs .
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 2 qta .

Date... AI;lr.il ....24 ...19..58............................................... ..
No boats in the immediate vioinity.

Gasoline 4 gals . Oil l qt.

Date... .Ap.r.11....25....19..5.8............................................... .
No boats in the immediate vicinity .
Gasoline b Gals . Oil 1 qt .

Date....... P.r.JJ .....~.9. ....l~. 9.§..................................................
Several boats in the vioinity, none approach the island .
•_,.a.soline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt

Date ... A..P.r..i..l ....2.1.. ...19..P..8..................................................
Two boats anchore midway between intercoastal and isle.nd did not approach the island
Gasoline 5 gals, Oil lqt.

Da te .. Ap.r.il...28....19.58..................................................

No Patrol

2M·3·!5S-CP

(U.se additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ll30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .. S.auth...Bi.rd ...Isl.and •.....Kl..e.P..e..r.g. ...C.9.M..P:!zr....... STATE ........... !.~;;.~.§ .................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES...... Ap.r.i.l ....l....t.o ....Ap.r.il... ..7.......1.9..5.9..............
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date... .A:pr..il. ....1 •.....1.9..5.9............................................... .

Preliminary count first day of Patrol.
Pelicans, white 320 nesting
gret , f ew ~ th reddish and snowy building nest
.ti ~o ns, great blue, 29 nesting.
HPr ""'~, L6uisa nna, building nests
Terns , oya an cr hbot ' s sc att ered.

Laughing gu s scattered.
Avocets and roseate spoon ills fee~ing
in po11d s o!' t' I "" i •
o ,oa ts i.n the "mmediate vicinity
Gasoline 8 gals
Oil, 2 qts.

Date... Apr..il.... 2.r ...1$.5.9................................................ .
No r-r
;
";hP a oc
r port.

Noticeable number of warbiers, buntings and tree swallows in m5 ~ ~
t in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals
Oil 1 qt

4~

Date.. Ap.r.il ....3~ .... 19.59................................................. .

No change
No boats in +h ~ i mmedi ta.vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals.
Oil 1 qt.

Date.. Apr.il ....4.,. .... .19..5.9................................................ ..

No change.
Several boa.ts in the general vie nity, none approached the island.
Gasoline 5 gals.
Oil l qt.

Date.. Apr.:U ....5. .... 19..59................................................ ..

No change.
Numerous boats cruising the intra-coastal canal and in the general vicinity, none approached
the island.
Gasoline 6 gals
Oil l qt.
Date.. Apr..il ....6.~..... 1.9..5.9...................................................

NO PATROL

Date... Ap.r.il .... 'J..~ .... .19.59................................................. .

Heavy rains and wi.nds of' hurricane fo roe, one sigp. bl,.owp.,
unable to find on the shoreline. The winds affect the nesting white pelicans
Gasoline 6 gals. Oil 2 qts.
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )S.9.µ.t.h ....~.;!,.r.4 ...l .~.+@4 .......K!.~.~-~r.K .. .0.9.µ_:µ:ty _________ STATE.. . ...'.r..~~-~-~......................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES..... Ap.r.il....8 ....t .o ... Ap.r..il.... .l.~-$ .... .l9..5.~........ ~.
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.
·

Date.. .Ap.r..i .l. ... 6., .... 1.9.~.9...................................................

No change from the previous week.
No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals
Oil 1 qt.

Date.. Ap.r.il....9.->··· ..19..5.9....................................................

22 v ets ro~nd ponds, no sign of nesting
oseate spoonbills continue to oome and go around the lakes
3 Florida.. gs.llinulea wer on t he island thls mornirg, left in tm evenirg.
No c ange in the nesting birds.
No boats in the immediate vicini-W.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 2 qts .
Date.AP.!'.il .. J.9.a..... l:.~.P..~...................................... . .......

No change.
No bo ats in tm immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals.
Oil 1 qt

Date.Ap.r.il....1.1.,. ....19.59............................................... .

No change
No boats in the immediate vlcinity
Gasoline 5 gals
Oil 1 qt

DateApr.il ....12.•.....1.9.5.9 ................................................

Another oolony of white pelicans are waking nests.
Numerous boats in the general are a. none approached the isl1md.
Avocets continue to feed around tea ponds, no signs of nesting.
Gasoline 5 gals.
Oil 1 qt.
DateAp.r.il. ... 13., .....19.5.9.................................................

NO PATROL.

Datatpr.il ...14, .....19.5.9.................................................. .

No boats in the immediate vicinity
Gasoline 4 gals
Oil 1 qt.
( Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
SANCTUARY (or general area) .S.outh...Bird ... I.8.1.e.nd., ....ll.~b.er.g ...C.o.uli.W....... STATE ......T..~D.~ .......................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES... Apr.11 ...15.... t.o. ... Apr.11....21....... l~§.~ ........
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentratiolfs: · .,

Date.Ap.r.il ...1.5. .... .19.59................................................

Counted white pelicans nesting, 352.
Herons, great blue, 53
Herona, Louisanna, 17
Reddish egrets, 27
Snowy egrets, 19
Reddiah egrets in white phaae, 3

These birda are ne1ti1:g. Others are building nests
and mating.
Avooets oontinue around the ponds. From their aotion
oould be nesting in the adjaoent gra11.
Terns both royal and Cabbott' a are more numerous but
are not nesting. Gasoline 4 gala. Oil 1 qt .

Date.April ....16 ......19.5 9............................................. ..

Bo ohange from above report,
Bo boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gale.
Oil 1 qt.

Date.Ap..r.1.l .....11........l~.6.~ ............................................... .
No ohange.
No boats in the immediate vioinity.
Gasoline 5 gals.
011 1 qt.

Date.lp.ril...18., .... .19.59................................................ .

No ohange
:No boats in 1he immediate vioinity
Gasoline 5 gala.
Oil l qt

DateAp.r.il. ...1.9.,....19.59................................................ .
No ohange.

Jfwnerous boats in the general vio1ni"tv ap.d on the intra-ooaatal oanal, none approaohed
the island.

DateApril.. .. 20., ....19.59................................................ .

liO PATROL

DateJp.ril ....2.1.,.1.95.9................................................... .

"San Jaointo Day" Numerous boats in the general area, the
tide ie so low they oan not get near the island.
Gasoline 5 gals
011 2 qte.
2M · 3 -'58-CP

( Use a<lditional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth- Averiiie,- New- York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )So.g th ... B.i..rd ...I.d. Ml.~•...I.l..~.P.l'- .r&. ...Q.Q.M.~t.Y. ........STATE. ......T.!'-;11:.M..........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.Ap.r..i l. ... 2.2....to....Ap.r .U .... 2.6.• .l~.ti.9..............
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date .Ap.r.i.1 ...22.-.... 19.5.9..............................................

No oht.nge in nesting birds
No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals
011 1 qt

Date .Ap.r.1.l ....2.3. •..... 1.9. .5.~........................... :...................

No ohange
No boats in the immediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gala
Oil 1 qt

Date.Ap.r .11. ...2.1.-.....19.59................................................

No change.
some boats in the general area. none approached
Gaao line 4 gals
011 l qt

D a te.Ap.r .1 1....2.5.,. ....l~.5..9. ...............................................
40 terns, royals, nesting

22 terna, Cabbot's " "
12 avocets are around the ponds moat ot the time, the number varies, without flight,
some must be nesting.
Another colony ot white pelioana are making neata. Total number ot coloni es 9.
Gasoline 5 gals. Oil 1 qt
DateApr.11 ....26.•.....1.9.59.................................................

llo change.

Numerous boats in the general area. none approached the island
Gasoline 4 gals.
011 1 qt.

DateApr.il ... .27._ .... 19.5.9 ................................................

No ohange
011 lqt
Gasoline 5 gals.

DateJ.pr.il ... 28.• .... .19.69 .............................................. ..

JJO PATROL

2 M - 3- !56-CP

( Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S, WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..Sout.h ...B.i rd ...I.ala.nd•.... .Kle.b .er.g....County:..... STATE .....1'.e:it&8 .........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ..... April ....2.8. ....to....Kq. ....5 • .... .19.59..................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.. Apr.,11.... .2.9., .....19,59...............................................

llo change
llo boats in the immediate vid.i nity
Ga1oline 5 gala
011 1 qt

Date ..Ap.r.11 ....30,.....1.9.5.9.............................................. ..

!lo change

Io boats i n the immediat e vicinity
Gasoline 5 gala
011 l qt.

Datellay....l.-.....1~.~-·········· ················································

llo ohange
lfo boat s i n the immediate vicinity
Gasoline 4 gala
011 1 qt

Date¥ay ... 2,. .... 19.m ..........................................................

White pelican• nesting 410. Otherwise no change.
No boats in the immediat e vicinity
Gasoline 5 gala
011 1 qt

Datell&y'.... 2.•.....1959............ ............................................. .

llo oha.nge.

lfuaeroua boats in the general area. none approached
Gasoline 5 gall.
Oil 1 qt

DateMq.....3,. .... 19.59............................................................

Royal terns nesting approximately 75
11
Cabbot' a terns "
"
40
balance building neats and mating.
12 Forster's terns
Date¥...,Y....P., .....l .95.9............................. ............................

!To Pat rol

2 M -3 -5 6 -CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowd ing)

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
SANCTUARY (or general area) S.o uth....B.1.r.d....I..~.l..~4. ....J.l.!:t>.!.~g. , _ C.c;i,µ~~Y....... STATE. ...'+..~~~.~--· · · -- · ...................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES......May....6.......l~.9.-~ ...........................................................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date....May....6,. ... .19.5.9..................................................... ,..
No Change
No Boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasolines gals
Oil 1 qt.

Date ....Kay. ....7 . ....19..5.9. ...................................................... .

Gale winds struok at 9:30 AM was torced to tie up at the Standard Oil Co.,loading
pier on Padre Island.
Gasoline 3 gala

DateM.e.y. ... 8 • ....19.5 9...........................................................

Rode down Padre Island with Standard Oil Co •• Crew. Stayed at the island until lsOO PK
winds oontinue strong.
No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gala.
Oil 2 qta.
Datellq. ... 9, .... 19.5 9..................................... .. .............. .

HeaTy vegetation on the island protected nesting birds during high winds.
No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gala.
Oil 1 qt.

Date.Mtq:... 10,.....1.9..59....................................................... .
Saw some fresh hatch in one colony ot white pelioana.
Royal terns nesting 275
Louislanna herons 17
Cabbot'• Terns nesting 75
Laughing gulls. approximately 500.
Snowy egrets 83
No sign of Forrester's terns nesting, tho th 6J
Reddish "
120
continue around the island.
Great blue heron 41
Gasoline 5 gala. Oil lqt.
Date.¥.'-'Y.....

u.,... . l!3..f>.~..... .............. ............ ......................

NO PATROL

Date..May ...l .2 . ....19.6 9......................................................

No change
l'o boats in the Tioinity.
Gasoline 4 gala
011 1 qt
( Use additional sheet to avoid cr{)wding)

Each wa~sign or initial here:

. ... . ·. ~.rt..../~.~- -·. . . . . . . ..

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
SANCTUARY (or general area) South ... B.1 .td ... I.11~,n.d.....Kle."b..e.rg.... C.oM.n ty....... STATE .............T.o~.~....................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ..May....l .;s. ... t.9.....ll.Q¥. ....l~......J.~.~.~ .......................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Da teM.&y, ....l .3. .... .19..5.9...................................................... ..

No boats in the inmiediate vicinity
Gasoline 5 gal a
Oil 1 qt

Da teMa;v: ....1.4. .... 19.5 9...................................................... ..

No sign ot avoceta. DI.let have abandon th e i aland. Roseate spoonbills come and go around
the ame.11 lakes on the island.
No boats in the iJmnediate Ticinity.
Gasoline 5 gale.
Oil l qt
DateMa.y ...159 .....1.95.9...................................................... ..

laz•lsYap

No boats in the vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gale
011 1 qt

DateM4'Y. ....16.......l .9.5.9...................................... ................ ..

ll'eeting Birds
'White pelicans
Terns. royal
"
Sandwich
Egrets. Sno-wy
Egrets • .American
"

"

445
'400

Redd1 ah

80
83

17
Louisanna Heron•
47
Great blue " "
Laughing gulh
1500

3

1 ?o

6 colonies ot 'White pelicans have
Y1 ng.

· areat blue'• are all hatched.
Gasoline 5 gal 1
Oil l qt.

DatJlY:,.....1.7......1.9..5.9.....................................................

No boats in the illlllediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals

Oil l qt

Date...May... .l~ ....19.5.9 ....................................................

Out board motor started leaking water in the lower cylinder. came in on one cylinder.
No boata in the 1111111.edaite vivinity.
Gasoline 6 gala.
Oil 1 qt
Da te ... M.~.... lf! ....19.5.9.................................................... .

Sandy Sprunt made the trip with me this day, checked birda
excellent man.

No boat s in the vicinity.
Gasoline 5 gals. 011 1 qt.
2M - 3 - !515 -CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

s· nor initial here:

<Y.:..?. '.7!f1.... . . . . . . . . ..

........... .J ........ ... ..

WARDEN 'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
--·-· I f30 Fiftli. ·A.venue, New -York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area ) ... S.o uth .. .B.i r.d....Ialand...... Kl.~b.e.r.g ..J~Qgi,ty .... STATE........ 1'.f.~.a.1........................................................................................ .
INCLUSIVE DATES ..... M.&y.....19.....t .o...M.ay......25.• ....19.59.....................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gaso·
line, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
conceilfrations:'

Date...Mq.... .1.9 • ....1959.,...................................................

NO PATROL

Date.. llay:... 20.•.... .1.95.9 .....................................................

There has been no noticeable change in the number ot nesting birds. Royal and Sandwich terns
on 811all spoil bank adjaoent to the island have hatohed, those on South Bird are on eggs.
Forrester'• terns are not nesting on the island this year.
No boats in the immediate vicinity
Ga1oline 6 gall
Oil 1 qt
Date .14.~Y ....2.1,, .....1.9..5.~......................................................

Bo change
No boats in the iJmnediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals
Oil 1 qt.

Date.. May. ... 22 •.... .19.59 .................................................... .

Wo boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gala
Oil 1 qt.

Date..M$..Y.... 2.3.,, .... .l9..5.9.......................................................

Numerous boats in the vicinity, none approaohed the island.
Gasoline 5 gale
011 1 qt

Date ..May..... 2.4 •...19.5 9...................................... ,............. .

Gale winds U..u- no boat1 out.

Date .Mq. ... 2.4• .... 19.59................................................... ,..

Rain and squalls, but the high winds have not effected the
nesting birds. heavy rains and wind damaged sign on west aide

ot bland.

........................ .... ·································································•••

Gasoline 4 gala Oil 1 qt.
2M -3- !:56 -CP

L'J.~a:;::;;ia' here=

(Use additional sheet to avoUl crowding)

WARDEN'S WEE KLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
IT30 Filtli Avenue; -New .York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .S.o.~.th ...B.1.r..d....l .' 1Bd •.... Kl.ob.~.r.g ....CQ\J.n.ty: ...... STATE ..........T~.~-~...................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES .......~µ·~-~ ....?. ....~9..... ~µ.~.~.. J~...J . ~.9.~.......................
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentra lions.

Date.....J.µp~.... 2.....l.~ .P.~..................................... ................ .

Winds listed the sign on the East side of the Island. No apparent damage to the young birds
No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gals
011 l qt.

Date.... J.~.n.Q ....~ •....l.~.P.~................................................. .

BO PATROL

Date.... ~\l:P..~....• .•.....l..~.~-~ -············ ·······································

Mr Baker and party ot six made the trip to South Bird Island aboard the boat Sea Scamp.
Transfered the party to small boat and escorted to within seeing distance or -t he birds on
the island.
Some boats in the 1.Jlnmec!iate Ticinity.
Gasoline 3 gala.
Date....June.... 6., .....1.9.5.9 ....................................................
.l few young have appeared among the royal terns.

No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Gasoline 4 gal a
Oil l qt

Date....~µ_P.• ....~ • ....l~.S.~................................................ .....

Numerous boats within seeing distanoe ot the island, none attempted to approach the island.
A good percentage ot the terns have a hatch.
Gasoline 5 gals
Oil 1 qt.

Date ... J.une ....7, ....19.5 9.....................................................

Mr Baker and Kr Cory ot Austin, Texas, accompanied me on the patrol ot the Island in
the A K.
One boat approached the island, shut down motor and drift fished away from the island.
Gasoline 4 gal a
Oil 1 qt.
Date....June....8 • ....19.59.....................................................

No aparrent change in the number ot nest'1tg birds.
No boat1 in the vicinity
Gasoline 4 gala
Oil l qt.
(Use additional sheet to avoUl crowding)

Each

wa~
ren 'Sign

i:.

I

or initial here:

Uh(,, '--d' j

... .....!.. .......... ! ........... ... ..... .... ......... ........................... ................. .

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ll30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) South ...B.i rd ...I .1le.nd,.... Kleb.erg ....Co.u nt7 .......STATE. ....T.e xu ........................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES ..4P.r il ..l ...~9. ... 4P.:r.ll ....'!.a.........~.~J~9. ............
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

DateApr.il ....1....19.6 0 .......................................................

Firet
Royal
Snowy
Great

dq ot Patrol 1960. FiTe colonies ot white pelicans, estimate 300 birds, neeting.
terns and cabbote making neats none on eggs.
egrets and reddieh making nesta
blue herona nesting, 16.

D ateAp.r.11.... .2 ... 19.6.0 ...................................................... .
Spoil illa.nd olose t.o So Bird, on the North end attracti~ skimmers an d terns, some are
making neats.
No boat s in the immediate Ticinity

Date..AP.ri.l.... 3....l.96.0.................................... ................. .

Severe thunder storms and high winds.

Date ..4pr.:;l.l .....i.....l~.§.0 ..................................................... .
No patrol. Continued high winda. No boats put out.

Date.4P.r.ll.... ~.....l.~.t>.0.............. ...... ..... .... ............. ............ .

Severe winds did not seem to att'ect the nesting pelicans.
No boats n lie immediate Tioinity.
·

Date.4Pr.~.~ .... ~ ....l.~~Q ..................................................... .

t s ot spoon bill• landed and remain around the fresh water poads, eTi.d $Dtly in
migration to the islands farther north.
No boats in th? vioini~.
Two tli

Date.4P .r.1.l. ....'J. .... l.~.§.0...................................................... .
Alls quiet, and remain the same.

2 M -3-56- C P

( Use addition.al sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
11 30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N . Y.
SANCTUARY (or general ar ea) .Sout h ..Bir.d... .Is.l.and, .... Kleb.e rg ....Count.y...... STATE. .....f .exaa .......................................................................................... .
I NCLUSI VE DATES.Apr.il. ... 6..... t .Q....Apr.il ....14... .l~.9.0...................
N OTE:

Report weather con ditions ; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or p ar ts purch ased or taken aboard; numb ers and names of boats met with; names of p er·
sons met with in sanctuar y areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings ; any disturbance of
b irds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date4Pr.U .....~... l~.Q.O......................................................
Two more· ooloni ea ot white pelicans are ma.king nests .
A ID'lall number ot snowy and reddish egrets are nesting others naking nests .
Laughing gulls are mating, none nesting.
Have noticed several flights of white ibis circle the island and continue north.
No boats in the immediate vicinity.
Date.Al>..r.1.1 .. JL.l~Q.O..................................................... ..
The number of birds in the a dditional colonies of white pelicans are in creasing when
they settle down will make a count .
Heavy rains tilled the small ponds and 9 avoceta are acting aa though they are mking
nests a.round the ponds.
No boats in the vicinity.
DateAP.r.il .... l.O....l.~-9.0....................................................
~o

change noticeable in nesting birds .

D ateApril.. ..11 ... .19.60 .................................................. .
A number olf boats fishing in the

area, None approached the islani.

D at eA.pr.11 ...1.2.... 1.96.0 ...................................................

NO PATROL

D at~P.~.~t ..l~. ..l.~9.0...................... ............... .............. ..

Nesting white pelicans
" "
Reddish e~rets
" "
Snowy
" "
No t erns a.re nesting.

S.

32

D a t~P.~.U .... l ...... l.~. 9.0.................................................... .

No change, No boata in the vicinity

2 M -3 - 15&-CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding )

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ll30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area)South ... B.ird ... I .sland, ....K.l.e b.e r.g ....C..un.ty......... STATE .. T.e.xa . .......................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES . ... .Apr.i l ...15.... to. ... .Apr.il ....21 ...19.60. .........
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Dlt:o~~f Pa:~~u~£ 6~he ....poiidi. . have. . increased
the shore grass .
No boats in the Tioinity.

to 14, several seem to be making neats in

Date .. Ap.r..U ....l .6..... l .9.9.0................................................. .

No change.

Date.AP.r il .... l.7 ....l~.6.0 ................................ ..................

A number

ot boats fishing in the area, none approa<il.ed the island.

Date.A.p:r.U... .11..... l.9§.0 ................................................. .

Have noticed 5 forster's terns on the north end ot the island may nest as this is
the spot they have nested around in previous years.
One more colony of white pelicans are clearing a spot t'or nesting.

Da te.AP.r .tl. ...J~.....~~-t;i9. ...................................................

Flights of spoon bills and white ibis continue to oirole the islamd and travel on north.
No boats in the immediate vicinity .

Da teAPril .. 19... 19..6.0.................................................. ..
.No

change

Date.A.,pr.Jl ....?.9.....U~ .f?.Q .................................................. .

NO PATROL

2M - 3-5 6 -CP

Each wardenr'f.: gn or initial here:

J!. .~. . . . ... . . &./)t.e...t.£..... . . . . .
(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ... $.9.¥.tb.....~lr..d. ... l .d~d•.lt.l... ~.P. .trg ....QQ.Ynty: ........ STATE. ...1'.exa.s ............................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES .. Ap.r.il ....21 ... to.... Ap.r.il.... 2.7.., .... 19QO..........
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ..A.p.:r.U.....21.•..... l .~P.0 ..............................................

San Jacinto Day. numerous holliday boats cruising, none approched
Spoonbillsoome and go around ponds.

tm

islani.

Da te..April ... 22,.....1.96.0 ............................................. ..
l'he small spoil bank immediately north of the island is the nesting ground for some
400 terns, ~oyal,and Cabbots th e moat numerous, counted 27 vaapian terns nesting.
I have not measured the distanoe but it appears that the spoil bank is within the
1000 foot perimeter of ~outh Bird eland . I have been t reating it as such.
No boats in the in:mediate vicinity.
Date.Ap.rll ....2.3. .... l.9..6.0 .............................................. .

Severe thunder-showers, high winds, no boats cruising the lagoon.

Date.Ap.r.i.1 ....24., ....19.6 0.............................................. ..

NO PATROL

DateApril ....25....... 1.96.0 ............................................... .

Made close count of 13 oolonies on the island
White Pelicans. nesting
~O
Royal terns
Reddish egrets
78
Cabbots
Sno11fY egrets
27
Avooets
l.ireat :Slue Herons
90
Laughing gulls
4 spoonbills, ,f'irat year birds) remain at the ponds.
Date.A.pdl. ....29....... l .~9.0 ................................................
No boats in the immediate vicinity

Date.AP..r.i.l ....2.7 . ..... 1.9..6.0............................................... .

High winds. emall craft warnings
no boats on th e lagoon

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

225
90
2
2600

(Estimate)

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
ll30 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) .So.u.t:h ... lii.r.d ...lsland •.Kleb.er.g ....County: ......... STATE .......Texas ......................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATES .... Ap.r.i.l ....2.e.....to.......ul ... .M:ay:.... ~.....19.P.Q
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date.Ap.ril.. .. 2.8 ....1.96.0...................................................

High winds, Small craft lfB.rnings displayed.
No boats in the vicinity

Date.Apr.11 ... 2.9 .... 19.6.0 ................................................... .

Hatch of young have appeared in two of t e white pelican colonies
'ontinued high winds wit h heavy thunder showers
.,o boats in the area.

. ..

Dat1~!;! .. .p~ ;. ~:ffght'"'inor·ease . . l n

t he number or reddish and snowy egrets, will recheck

l ater.
No boats in the immediat e Tioinity

Dat6111.ay: ... .1 .... l .9 6.0 .............................................................. ..
~umerous

boats in the area, none

ob.ed ..,tj'1jt island.

Dat«May:....2....1.9 6.0 .............................................................. .

NO PATROL

Datdiay....3 .... l.~.60................................................................

No boat s in the immediate vicinity

DateM.ay ....4 ... 19.6.0...............................................................
~o

boats in the immediate Tioinity

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

sign or initial here:

. J~.~... . .... . . . . ~... . .... . ... . . . . . . .

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
........ .'.!'..~~.~.......................................................................................

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

o. . l~.Q.Q ............................................................

Date..Mt.Y"....

Two nesta of avoceta are visible in the Tegetation along the edge ot the pond
ftO boats in the immediate vicinity

Date..May.....6 ....1.960.............................................................

Some ot the great blue herons have young birds showing around the nests.
No boats in the vicinity.

Date. M.~Y. ....1..... l~H~O..................................... ...................... .

Heavy thundershowers with hail
No boats in the imm ediate vicinity

Date.....May ..a....19.6.0............... ........................................ .
The birds sh w
J.l, eUeots

ot the llail at1.d.. high-. win..da that et.ruck. ye~terday
Weather a 11 threating with strong winds.
No boats in the area.

Date .....May ....9 ....196.0 ......................................................... .

No boats in the vicinity.

Date .... .M.~Y: ... lQ ... l~.9.0. ......................................................

.NO PATROL

Date .......M.aY. ...l l.... l.~.9.Q ..................................................

No boats in the area.

Each warden ign or initial here:
...

2M - 3 - !S6-CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

~.~.<

............
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WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area) ..SJ;u~t.h ... .b.ir.d .. I.d .and•....Kle.b.er.g....uo.un.ty....... STATE ...... T.exaa..........................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES.... Ap.r.il ....l....tD....Ap.riL.1.•.....1.9.61 ............_
NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date....Apr.il ...l ....19.61 ....................................................
_ i~ st

patrol of t he 19 ol season • . he concentrat i on of n estin white
on the west side ot the island in previous years it has een about equ~lly
v aed .
T e abun ance o
o age thru the central part of tre island increases the difficulty
ot making a close count on the reddish ~ snowy egrets.
T e a roxima
oo
ot the nestin birds is: White pelicans 450• sno!'Y_ M;rets 6 ;
reddish egrets 75; reat blue ' s 60. ·r he gu
erns are millill6 but building no nests.

Date... Ap.r.J..l .... ~... J.~9J..................... .......... ......................

Jilo change.

<iasolinez~zx'1

Apri l 1
"
2

8 gals. Oil 2 qta

6

It

"

1

It

spoil bank immediately J.1orth ot the island,
ink _...;tu ,several oaspian terns are around
remains to be seen.
Gasoline. rre-Mix 6 gals.
Date...AP.r..$,.l .......... l~.9.1 ................................... ......... .........

No change
Pre mix 7 <ial s

Date...4P..r.~l ...?.... J.~9.J ...................... ...............................

Sunday, very rew boats 1·ishing i n this vicinity, due to high winds and rough
water.
Pre Mix 8 gals

Date...Apr.il....6 ....19t>l .....................................................

. ..o

PA'.1:ROL

Date ..AP.r..$,.l . ..7.. .. J.~HU.................................... ................. .

. .,o noticealile change .
Pre mix 7 gals
,

(Use additional sheet to avoid crowding)

WARDEN'S. WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCT UARY (or general area ) South .. .Bird ....Is.land. .... Kl.eb.er.g ....Y<lUnty........ STATE.. ...T.exa..s........................................................................................... .
INCLUSIVE DATE S.. Ap.r.U .... §. ...:t9..... AP..r..1...l. ....l.*..... l~.!?..l ................
NOTE:

R eport weath er conditions; areas patrolled; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or p arts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of per·
sons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
con centrations.

Date...Apr.il ....8.... l9bl ....................................................

Strong northerly winds with gusts to .10
h run me in t o the pier, it also forced
bun~in s and oldfinohes to
ake r~!l:1,g e n t
rush on Padre Isl and.
goo me.ey ea washed on t he beach that exhaustiJll had forced do"WD. in t he uulf'.

Jll8.II¥ warblers,

Pre mix 6 gala.
Date... .April....9....19.01 ....................................................

i he strong winds d i d not have a:ny il~ effects on the nesting birds.
The terns are gone from the small spoil bank immediately ~orth of the island.
Fuel 7 gals .
Date... Ap.r.~.l ... l.Q.... l~§J ................................................ .

...o

apparen~

cnan15e.

iuel 8 gala.

Date... AP.r.U .... l.l .... 1.9..~.l. ...................................... ...... .

.Mo change

Fuel 7 gals

Date... Apr..U ....l.?.... 19.~.l..................................................

.Norther bl ew in this morning. winc:ts increased to 4b mph gusts to 60 aph all boats
were notified to remain in protected waters.

Date .. Ap:r.J l ....13 ...1.9.9.1.................................................

. .~o damage from the high winds •
.i'.i'uel 9 gals

Date.... April ... 14 ...19.61 .............................................. ..

... o apparent change.

~:J::r~~=
~~
\
.. .........................

(Use additioruil sheet to avoid crowding)

......

.......................................................

WARDEN'S WEEKLY REPORT FORM

NATIONAL AUDUBON SOCIETY
1130 Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
SANCTUARY (or general area )S..QW~.h ... ~.;.:r~. ..,!;.~l~4.,..~1~9..~.r.&... ~.Q:g.P..t.Y............. STATE ........t .... ~.i.at .....................................................................................
INCLUSIVE DATES ..Ap.r.1.l ....l .S....:t.o....Ap.r.11.... ....19..til.............
I

NOTE:

Report weather conditions; areas patrolle ; hours and minutes spent patrolling; amount of gasoline, oil or parts purchased or taken aboard; numbers and names of boats met with; names of persons met with in sanctuary areas or taken along. Mention any unusual happenings; any disturbance of
birds or other wildlife; estimate numbers and kinds of birds observed at roosting, feeding or nesting
concentrations.

Date ...A.P.: rU.... .l.S......l.~.9.1..................................................

wa change

Puel

7 ga l s

·--'-~_...,.__
n~
e_
st
~a

on the east aide of the island.
spoil bank north ot oird Island have
Island the ir normal uesting grounds.

1''1 el 7 gals.

Date.Apr.il...17....19..tU...................................................
~o

change.

Puel 8 gals

Date.Ap.r .1 1 ...18....l .9 bl .................................................. .
~o change
Mo boats in

~he

immediate vioi nity

el 7 gals

Date.Ap.r.il .... l.9 ...l .901 ...................................................
.NO change.
No boats in the immediate viuiniw. ,[/'

Fuel 8 gala

Datc.AP.r .i.l .... 20 ... 19.0.1 ...................................................
,.

1

0 PA:rROL.

Date .A.p.r.il .... 21 ...19.6.1.. ................................................ .

San Jacinto Day, boats were k ept from open waters oy uign
winds, no boats were in the area of the is l and .
v
Fuel 6 gals .
2M · 3 · SS· CP

(Use additional sheet to avoid t;rowcling)
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